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SUMMARY

Scope:

This special, announced inspection consisted of an indepth team inspection of
the maintenance program and its implementation. NRC Temporary Instruction
2515/97 issued September 22, 1989, was u ed as guidance for this inspection.

Results:

Overall, the maintenance program was judged to be GOOD with GOOD implementatio:
Areas of strength and weakness are highlighted in the Executive Summary, with
details provided in the report. Two violations were identified: class 1E pan
components missing - paragraph 1.s and 2.d and discrepant maintenance records
paragraph 2.i. One unresolved i tem was identified: auxiliary feedwater valvE
failures -. paragraph 1.b.
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~Back round

a

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) considers effective maintenance of
equipment and components a-major aspect of ensur ing safe nuclear plant operation
and has made this area one of the NRC's highest priorities'. In this regard, the
Commission issued a Policy Statement dated March 23, 1988, that states, "it is
the objective of the Commission that all components, systems, and structures of
nuclear power plants be maintained so that plant equipment will perform its
intended function when required. To accomplish this objective, each licensee
should develop and implement a maintenance program which provides for the
periodic evaluation, and prompt repair of plant components, systems, and
structures to ensure thei r availability."
To ensure effective implementation of the Commission's maintenance policy, the
NRC staff is undertaking a major 'program to inspect and evaluate the effective-
ness of licensee maintenance activities. As part of this inspection activity,
the St. Lucie inspection was performed in accordance with guidance provided
in NRC Tempor ary Instruction (TI) 2515/97, Maintenance Inspection, dated
September 22, 1989. The TI includes a "Maintenance Inspection Tr ee" that
identifies the major elements associated with effective maintenance. The tree
was designed to ensure that a'l l factors related to maintenance are evaluated.

Conduct of Ins ection

The inspection was conducted by a team consisting of a team leader and six
inspectors. The team spent one week on site, October 2-6, 1989, prep'aring for
the inspection and two weeks, October 16-20 and October 30 - November 2, 1989,
on site conducting the inspection.

The inspection was performance based, directed toward evaluation of equipment
conditions; observation of, in-process maintenance activities; review of
equipment histories and records; and evaluation of performance indicators,
maintenance control procedures and the overall maintenance program.

Maintenance activities were selected for detailed review by the team using the
following criteria:

Known industry problems
Review of Licensee Event Reports (LERs) - site specific problems
Review of NRC Bulletins and Notices
Review of Plant Maintenance History
Consultation with the Senior Resident Inspector
Probabi listic Risk Assessment Information

Based on the above selection criteria, the following specific systems were
selected for direct inspection effort:

Intake Cooling Water (ICW) and Component Cooling Water (CCW) Systems
Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System

a 480 Volt AC Distribution System.
125 Vo'it DC Distribution System-
Instrument Air (IA) System
HPSI/LPSI System



Resul ts

The inspection results are presented in Figure 1 as the completed inspection
tree. As indicated in the tree, three major areas of the licensee's mainte-
nance program were evaluated: (1) Overall Plant Performance Related to
Maintenance, (2) Management Support of Maintenance, and (3) Maintenance
Implementation. Under each major area, a number of elements were evaluated,
rated, and colored in accordance with the following guidelines:

"GOOD" Performance (Green) - Overall, better than adequate; shows more
than minimal effort; can have a few minor
areas that need improvement

"SATISFACTORY" Performance — Adequate, weaknesses may exist,'ould be
(Yellow) strengthened

"POOR" Performance (Red) — Inadequate or missing

(Blue) Not evaluated

In general, the top half of the box (element) was rated depending on how well
the element had been specified programatically and the bottom half was rated
depending on how well the element was being imple'mented.

As noted in the tree, the St. Lucie program for establishing an effective
maintenance program and implementation of the program were both rated GOOD. For
the three major areas; (1) Overall Plant Performance was rated SATISFACTORY,

(2) Management Support was rated GOOD for program and GOOD for implementation,
(3) Maintenance implementation was rated GOOD for program and GOOD for
implementation. These ratings were based on specific strengths and weaknesses
identified in the report. The following are the more significant strengths and
weaknesses identified (see report for details):

Strengths Plant management is very involved in the maintenance program and
appears to be aggressive in improving the program. Commitment
of engineering for a new maintenance facility, the existing
training facility, other planned program improvements, and
receptiveness to team findings indicate a positive attitude
toward program improvement.

In general, the maintenance organizations, including maintenance
management, have an enthusiastic attitude and a philosophy of
improving the maintenance program. The attitude of maintenance
management is to find problems and fix them before equipment
breaks.

Personnel controls appeared good. Turnover rate was low
indicating a stable work force.



Generally, the maintenance craft and supervision were knowledge-
able and qualified. Work observed was accomplished in an
organized professional manner with emphasis on following
procedures. In particular the I&C and electrical organizations
and programs were found to be strong.

Generally, good communications were evident and other organiza-
tions, especially Operations and HP, supported maintenance well.

The gIP program appeared to be a good tool to solve maintenance
problems.

In general, plant condition and housekeeping were good with
exception of the many minor equipment deficiencies noted. An
aggressive painting program and housekeeping attitude provide a
strong incentive to keep the plant clean.

The gA organization appeared to be strong with good audit
findings. Repeat gA findings and similar NRC team findings may
indicate inadequate corrective actions.

Good training facilities were noted and a good program had been
implemented.

Weaknesses—

Programs for trending equipment failures and predictive main-
tenance had been initiated with plans for further improvement.

The Mechanical Planning organization appeared weak based on:
assignment of too many tasks to perform good planning, lack of
procedures for repair of major equipment forcing planners to
research vendor manuals for each repair, failure to incorporate
v'endor recommendations into preventive maintenance procedures,
lack of regular PM for instrument air filter regulators,
lack of training, and sketchy instructions on Work Requests.

A number of procedure weaknesses were identified including: lack
of procedures for repair of some major equipment; PWO procedure
did not provide adequate instructions for removal and replace-
ment of pipe hangers, did not include latest PWO form, and did
not include ASME Section XI traveler; charging pump repair
procedure needed clarification; "Conduct of Maintenance"
document had not been issued; ey rors in procedures for calibra-
tion of torque wrenches; inadequate PM procedure for new air
compressors; need improved procedures to define root cause
analysis program; and need for procedurally tieing post
maintenance testing activities together.

Based on the large number of minor equipment deficiencies
identified, sensitivity to minor deficiencies needs to be
increased.





The post maintenance testing program was considered weak based
on the limited testing required for non safety-related equip-
ment, lack of clarity in the PMT procedure, and the PWO

weaknesses relative to ASME Sect,ion XI PMT.

Weaknesses were identified in the mechanical maintenance M&TE

program relative to lack of centralized control of the tool room
and torque wrench calibration procedure weaknesses.

Many maintenance facilities wer e small and crowded, particularly
calibration areas.

The lack of a PM program for testing molded case circuit
breakers was considered a weakness.

Weaknesses were identified in electrical panels relative to
improper identification and taping of spare wires, wires not in
wireways, miscellaneous items in panels, missing covers, and
missing fuses.

A weakness was identified relative to ensuring completeness of
Work Requests prior to filing. Completed Work Requests were
identified with missing signatures, missing dates and blocks not
filled in.

A weakness in configuration control was identified in that
piping drawings indicate restraints are not required when, in
fact, restraints, shown on Field Sketches, are required. The
Field Sketches are not referenced on piping drawings.

Systems Protection Group Work Orders covering protective
'relaying failures are not tracked and trended as part of the
equipment reliability program.

Some of the weaknesses identified by the team, in particular
some of. the procedure problems and the need for, improved space,
had been identified prior to the inspection and corrections were
in process. The licensee has plans for a new stand-alone
maintenance facility with resources committed for engineering
for the facility in 1990.

During the inspection, a protective relay was damaged during a

security exercise by a 'ecurity guard thr owing a hard hat
(simulation of throwing an explosive) and hitting the relay.
NRC agrees that realistic simulations are necessary, but these
simulations should be conducted in a manner not to compromise
systems important to plant safety.



Inspection Details

a. Intake Cooling Water (ICW) and Component Cooling Water (CCW) Systems

~Bd
Intake Cooling Water ( ICW) System

The ICW system is used to remove heat from the Component Cooling,
Turbine Cooling and Steam Generator Open Bl owdown Cooling systems.
Seawater from the intake structure is pumped by ICW pumps through
basket strainers located upstream of the heat exchangers (HXs).
There is one set of strainers for the CCW HX and another set of
strainers for the Turbine Cooling Water 'and the Steam Generator Open
Blowdown HKs. This water leaves the HNs and flows to the condenser
discharge canal. The system consists of pumps, HÃs, strainers, and
associated valves, piping and instrumentation.

Component Cooling Water (CCW) System

The CCW system is used to provide cooling to various reactor
auxiliary components. The CCW system is a closed loop cooling water
system that utilizes demineralized water to cool two essential and
one non essential headers. The CCW system consists of a surge tank,
three pumps, two HNs, a chemical addition tank, and associated
headers, valves, piping and instrumentation.

Ins ection

The team evaluated maintenance relative to the ICW and CCW systems
by performing a walkdown inspection of the systems, observing
maintenance activities, and reviewing maintenance history records..

During the walkdown inspections, general equipment condition and
housekeeping in the various equipment spaces were examined. Pumps,
valves (including operators), piping, supports, and foundations were
inspected for general condition and cleanliness, leaks (water, oil,
and grease) rust /preservation, lubrication, dirt/trash, etc.

I

The team observed maintenance on the 1B High Pressure Safety Injec-
tion (HPSI) flow indicator located between the HPSI pump and the CCW

system. The work was to be accomplished in accordance with FP&L
procedure Numbers M-0039 and M-0042 and the flow indicator vendor
technical manual. Procedure compliance, work performance and proper
documentation were evaluated.

Maintenance history for the ICW and CCW systems was examined by
reviewing a brief description of all PWOs issued since September
1988. Eighteen completed and in-process PWOs were selected for
detailed examination. These PWOs, listed in Appendix 4, were
examined for technical adequacy to include nature of trouble, work
description, post maintenance testing, completeness, readability and
1 egibi 1 i ty.



The above inspections, observations. and record reviews revealed the
following:

The team noted that material condition and housekeeping, on
the whole, were good; however the team noted a large number of
relatively minor material condition and housekeeping discrepan-
cies, discussed further in paragraph 2.a below. The relatively
iarge number of deficiencies appeared to indicate a lack of
attention to detail and a need to increase the sensitivity to
minor material conditions.

Relative to the observation of the flow indicator in the HPSI to
CCW line, -he team roted the following:

The journeyman was knowledgeable of the task and the work.
He accomplished his task in a professional manner.

PWO XA890916ll2958 sta:ed "Disassemble flow glass and clean
and reassemble using new gaskets." The journeyman replaced
the flow glass in lieu of cleaning, explaining that the
vendor technical manual strongly warned against the reuse
of the flow olass. The ,iourneyman should be commended 'for
his identifying this vendor manual concern; however, prior
to .proceeding with the replacement he should have gotten a
scope change for the PWO instead of exceeding the authority
of the PWO. Further examination indicazed that the
planners have an extremely heavy workload, which might
explain the oversignt of the vendor manual warning.
(Planning problems are discussed further in paragraph 2.h.)

The PWO .did not, require any Post Maintenance Testing (PMT).
When questioned, tne planning staff indicated that the work.
was safety class D (not safety-related) and therefore, PMT

was not required. A review of the appropriate drawings
indicated that the flow glass is within the safety class C

(safety-related) boundary, which mandates PMT. The
planning staff indicated that they select safety class
based on data stored in the Total Equipment Data Base
(TEDB). Recently the class boundaries have been changed,
on some systems, including this area of CCW HPSI, which
was not updated in TEDB. This lack of updating of TEDB
resulted in the failure to specify PMT. The licensee has
issued new class boundary drawings and is in the process of
checking TEDB against drawings, each unit against the
other, and equipment model numbers. (TEDB is further
discussed in paragraph I.s.) This problem also points to a

philosophy problem relative to specifying PMT based on
class boundary rather than on proving the component will
perform its function after maintenance. (PMT is further
discussed in paragraph I.p.)



Relative to the review of the completed PWOs, of the ten PMOs

examined, seven contained mul tipl e di screpanci e s, i nc 1 udi ng
missing signatures, missing dates and illegible data. (Records
problems are further discussed in paragraph 2.i.) In addition,
the "Work Description" on many of the PMOs was both ske.chy and
cryptic.

Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System

Backaround

The auxiliary feedwater system (AFM) is designed to provide suffi-
cient feedwater to either one or bo:h steam oenerato. s when the main
feedwater system is not available, assuming a single active failure
and 'a loss of offsite power, During normal operations, the AFM

system also provides a source of feedwater prior to starting the main
feedwater pumps.

Al hough there are minor differences between Units 1 and 2, the major
components of the AFW system are essentially the same. Each unit is
equipped with two electric motor-driven and one urbine-driven pump
per unit, taking suction from a condensate s oraae ank. acn motor
driven pump is rated to, supply auxiliary feedwater to one steam
generator; the turbine driven pump is capable of supplying both steam
generators. There is also a crosstie header between the two motor
driven feed pumps. .Auxiliary feedwater flow control is accompli shed
via throttle valves ai the discharge of the motor driven auxiliary
feedwater pumps, and by varying the speed of the turbine driving the
turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump. The AFW system is provided
with complete sensor and control instrumentation to enable the system
to automatically respond to a loss of steam generator inventory.

~lns ec'.ion

To evaluate maintenance of the AFW system, the team conducted walk-
down inspections, examined selected documents, conducted interviews
with cognizant licensee personnel, and determined if selected spare
parts for the AFW system were . on hand. The walkdown inspections
focused on general equipment condition, housekeeping, and proper
identification of equipment. Documents which were reviewed included
PM procedures and vendor manuals for equipment in the AFW system,
completed PWOs and an LER.

Most major equipment associated with the AFW system is located in the
steam trestle, an open air structure which also contains the main
steam and feed lines, code safety valves, and main steam and feed-
water isolation valves. In an open air environment, water-tight
integrity of panels, and electrical enclosures should be a major
concern. The team found, however, numerous examples of poorly sealed
panel covers and loose couduit connections. General corrosion of



equipment and pipe supports was also prevalent in the steam trestles.
(These material condition concerns are further discussed in paragraph
2a.).

The team also examined vendor manuals, completed work orders, and
procedures associated with the preventative and corrective mainte-
nance of various equipment in the AFW system. During this document
review, the team found that the licensee did not have repair
procedures for the motor and turbine driven AFW pumps and the
Limitorque motor operated valve actuators. Any repair work on
equipment for which the licensee does not have procedures requires
that the mechanical maintenance'lanners and journeymen work from
vendor technical manuals. The licensee, however, did have mechanical
PM procedures for the AFW pumps, and the Limitorque valve actuators.
(The issue of lack of maintenance procedures and other procedure
problems is discussed in paragraph 2f. Problems with mechanical
maintenance planning function are discussed in paragraph 2h.)

Problems with Limitorque maintenance became evident to the team after
reviewing maintenance records for two Unit 2 Limitorque SNB 000 valve
actuators, MV-09-09, and MV-09-10, the discharge valves for the motor
driven auxiliary feedwater pumps. On 9/23/89, following a Unit 2
manual reactor trip, , MV-09-09 and NV-09-10 did not function . as
intended'he'valves went full-open as intended on receipt of an

'FAS,'and the operators then throttled valve NV-09-09 to 200 gpm and
closed MV-09-10. Following these actions, the operators tried to
reposition valve NV-09-09, and the valve would not respond. At the
same time, control board indications for valve MV-09-10 showed the
valve in the full-open position while the valve was actually fully
closed, and the valve could not be opened.

Further investigation revealed that valve MV-09-09 would not respond
because the stem and stem nut were galled and seized together to the
extent that the valve could not be positioned manually.

Valve MV-09-10 could not be remotely positioned open because the
limit switch drive pinion gear had worn to the point that it was not
meshed with the drive sle'eve bevel gear. The result was the limit
switch was left indicating a "full open" signal to the control
room, and would only allow the Limitorque's motor to rotate in the
direction for closing the valve.

The problems illustrated a number of weaknesses in the PSL mainte-
nance program which allowed two safety-related valves to fail. Based
on the fact that these valve fai lures affected the AFW system, the
conditions surrounding those specific failures were set aside as the
subject of a special follow-up inspection.- The team concentrated on
the generic issues involved with repair of mechanical equipment.

Pending further NRC review of these issues, this item will be
identified as Unresolved Item (URI) 335/389-89-24-03, Auxiliary
Feedwater Valve problems.





480 Volt, AC Distribution System

Back round

The purpose of the 480 vol. AC Distribu ion System is to transmit
moti ve power to the plant' auxiliary equi pment (e.g., pumps and
valves). The 'primary components of the system include transformers,
switchgear, motor control centers, cables, motors, and otner
ancillary equipment such as instrument transformers, protective
relays, meters, and switches. The system is considered representa-
tive of the licensee's maintenance program in the electrical area and
was, thus selected for inspection.

ins ection

The team performed a walkdown inspection of the 480 volt AC distribu-
tion system. In addition, distribution systems which supply electric
power to the 480 volt system from offsite and onsite electric power
sources were included in the walkdown inspection. The rooms housing
the distribution system components were found to be clean, well
illuminated, and large enough to facilitate maintenance. Switchgear,
panels. and moto~ control centers apoeared to be in oood condition.
Discrepant conditions noted durino the walkdown inspec ion are listed
in paragraph 2.a.

The team observed ihe initiation. approval, and implementation of
Relay Nuclear 4'ork Order (R/lO 89-003') for the repair of a protective
relay. As a result oi a trouble call, a supervisor and two techni-
cians were dispatched from the Systems Protection Group of the Power
Supply Department at St. Lucie plant to the location of the reported
trouble. A broken glass cover on a protective relay on the offsite
circuit for Unit 2 was observed. Tne supervisor, in accordance with
Administrative Procedure AP 0010532 prepared the work order needed
for repair. Because the relay was considered to be associated with a
sensitive system, AP 0010142 - was also implemented. Initiation and
approval of the work order was accomplished in a well-organized,
professional manner.

The technicians, in accordance with the approved work order, removed
and inspected the relay for damage. After a "no damage" determina-
tion, the relay was repaired by replacing the glass cover with one
removed from a spare relay in stores. Prior approval from the St.
Lucie plant gC department was obtained for the use of the spare relay
cover. The technicians performed well. Based on interviews, it was
learned that both technicians have extensive experience and that
their training was obtained through a program independent of that
being implemented for the St. Lucie plant facility personnel.
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Also, it was learned that the, St. Lucie plant QC department has

only -an overview responsibility for the System Protection Group
technicians. QC for these technicians is by a- group independent
of the St. Lucie plant QC'epartment. The QC inspector 'from this
independent group (who was on site for the team's walkdown inspec-
tion) performed his own inspection for the initiation, approval, and

implementation of the subject work order. The QC inspector indicated
that he would prepare a report on his observations and findings.

The subject work order for repair of the protective relay was not
provided for input into the St. Lucie plant Nuclear Job Planning
System (NJPS). Based on interviews, it was further learned that all
work orders performed by the Systems Protection Group, including
work orders associated with protective relaying on safety related
distribution systems, are excluded from the NJPS. Thus, failure of
protective relaying is not tracked, or available for trending, as

part of the St. Lucie equipment reliability program. Based on the
importance of this equipment, protective relaying should be tracked
and trended for repetitive failures.

The cause for the broken glass (which was repaired by the above
described work order) was due to a plant security exercise being
conducted in and around electric distribution systems which supply
offsite power to the plant's safety system equipment. In order to
demonstrate realistic exercises, a security- person threw a helmet
into the room containing electric distribution systems. It is the
team's understanding that the throwing of the helmet was considered a

simulation of throwing an explosive. The thrown helmet struck a

- protective relay for the offsite power circuit causing damage by
breaking its glass. Located 4 inches above the damaged relay are
three relays which provide differential protection for the off-site
circuit. If one of these relays had been damaged, Unit 2 would
have tripped. The team observed numerous security exercises being
conducted in and around electric distribution systems during the
inspection. Given the above described activity, the team feels
that appropriate protection and security is not being afforded
systems that are important to safety. Security exercises should be
conducted in a manner that will not compromise systems that are
important to safety.

Other maintenance activities observed involved the repair and testing
of a reactor protection system trip breaker. The technicians
performing the repair and testing were knowledgeable of the procedure
requirements, appeared to be trained for the activities involved, had
extensive experience, and performed well. The rapport between
technicians and management supervisors was excellent. Operations
support and response to maintenance initiatives also appeared
excellent.



During the walkdown inspection of the distribution system, one
discrepant condition identified involved peeling tape on a number of
electrical splice connections. As a followup to this'discrepant
condition, the work order used for installation was reviewed and
technicians that were responsible for taping similar splice connec-
tions were interviewed. It was first indicated that the subject tape
will always come unraveled or peel after installation and must
therefore be covered with a different more sticky type of tape. A

work order was prepared and issued for the installa.ion of additional
tape which went beyond the procedural guidelines for taping of
electrical splice connections. The team was told that the procedure
for taping splices was incorrect and would be corrected. Later,
through a different technician, it was indicated that the procedure
for taping was correct and that the additional tape is not required.
The subject tape if installed correctly (such that it is not
stretched too tightly during installation) will not peel. Training
for tape installation is included in the Florida Power and ,Light
Company's Apprentice Training program. Additional or refresher
training has not been included in the St. Lucie plant specific
training 'program.

For this discrepant condition. Elec:rical Na ntenance appeared to
focus more toward a quick fix rather than the root cause and a

systematic fix. This appeared to be an isolated case. See paragraph
l.d below.

125 Volt DC Distribution System

~Back round

The 125 VOC power distribution system provides a reliable source of
conti'nuous power for control, instrumen .ation and, emergency service.
The safety-related 125 VDC systems also provide power to the
inverters in the 120 VAC vital instrumentation power system. The
safety-related 125 YDC system for each unit consists of two indepen-
dent and redundant supply trains and a swing bus ~ Each supply
train has two battery chargers in parallel, one battery, a ground
detection system, a main distribution panel, and associated'ower
panels. All the 125 VDC distribution and power panels utilize molded
case circuit breakers (NCCBs). The swing bus has a single battery
charger and can be connected to either train, but not both at the
same time.

The batteries are the lead-acid type with lead-calcium grid construc-
tion. Each battery consists of sixty cells and is located in a

separate battery room. The licensee recently replaced the batteries
and the team found the new batteries to be in excellent condition.
The old batteries were replaced due to copper contamination.
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For power generation equipment (nonsafety), the licensee has two
independent and redundant .125 VDC trains for each unit. Each train
has one battery and one battery charger.

~Ins ection

The team conducted walkdown inspections of the safety-related 125 VDC

system and the 120 VAC vital instrumentation systems. All batteries,
battery chargers, 120 VAC inverters, load distribution panels, and
auxiliary power panels were examined for general cleanliness and
material condition. The team also inspected numerous circuit
breakers, fuses, switches, wiring connections, panel wiring and
cables.

The cable spreading rooms do not use a recirculating closed cooling
system. The use of outside air creates the, potential for corrosion
since the outside air is humid and salty. (The team observed-
significant salt-induced corrosion in areas outside the reactor and
auxiliary buildings.) Engineers, electricians, and 18C technicians
informed the team that the salt air had caused some corrosion inside
the electrical and IKC panels in the plant.

In addition, the team inspected the RTGBs (main control panels) in
the control rooms. These inspections were performed for both Units 1

and 2.

During the inspection of the various ILC panels, electrical panels,
120 VAC inverters, and battery chargers, the team identified several
concerns relating to panel wi ring and spare wires. The condition of
the panel wiring and unidentified spare wires (leads) are discussed
in paragraph 2.c.

The team found debris such as fuses, tape, labels, tie-wraps, nuts,
bolts, and spare parts in several panels. In the RTGB several relay
covers were not installed. One of the panels, identified as 120V
INST BUS 2 MC, had two fuses missing . This issue is further
discussed in paragraph 2.d.

The battery chargers and the 120 VAC inverters were found to be in a
sati'sfactory condition except that fuses were tarnished, wiring
connections at the transformers were bent too close to each other,
and several cabinets needed cleaning. The Electrical Maintenance
Engineer stated these problems would be corrected. In Unit 1, the
120 VAC QSPDS 1A inver ter was excessively noisy.

A modification of the CAD Power System battery chargers was examined.
The current limiting resistor (RCL) was modified, with the vendor's
(CKD) approval, by using two adjustable 500 ohm resistors in series.
This made the battery chargers more compatible with upgraded control
cards by making it easier to adjust the output current and voltage.
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The team reviewed the complete history of the RCL modification and
considered it an excellent example of outstanding work- performed by
the electrical maintenance staff in finding the root cause of the
problem and providing corrective action.

The team discussed aging of electrolytic capacitors in the 120 VAC
inverters and battery chargers with the electrical maintenance staff
These capacitors have an important use as smoothing filters for the
output voltage and have been identified as having a limited life
in the NRC's Nuclear Plant Aging Research Program. The licensee
has a PM program (Maintenance Procedure 1 (2) - 0970060) to inspect
and test electrolytic capacitors in the 120 VAC inverters. The
capacitors in the battery chargers are inspected during routine PM,
but are not tested. Inside Unit,2 battery charger 2B enclosure, the
team found a label that stated, "6/15/79 - replace filter capacitors- approximately 10 years 6/15/89." The vendor manual for the battery
charger did not include this requirement. After evaluation of the
team's concerns, the licensee stated that the PM procedures would be
revised to include the periodic replacement of filter capacitors for
both the 120 VAC inverters and the battery chargers.

As previously stated, the safety-related 125 VOC power system
utilizes molded case circuit breakers as 'protective devices and
disconnects. Oiscussions with licensee personnel revealed that no
testing is performed on these circuit breakers. The team identified
this as a weakness which is discussed further in Paragraph 2.c.

The team examined the electrical maintenance department M&TE shop.
Electrical maintenance is responsible for the calibration, storage,
and checkout of their METE. Since electrical maintenance does not
have a calibration lab, all of their instruments are calibrated
by either I&C or sent to an outside vendor. The electrical M&TE
shop was found to be neat and the calibration records and checkout
log were up to date. A problem was identified in that the Go/No Go

gages for the wire crimpers were not properly stored and their.
calibration procedures were considered marginal. Electrical main-
tenance personnel stated the Go/No Go gages would be calibrated in
the future by I&C.

All electrical maintenance personnel had a positive attitude. The
electrical planning and scheduling group are competent, well
organized and well managed. Craft, supervisors, engineers, and
manager are experienced, very knowledgeable, technically competent,
and work well to identify and solve problems.

The following weaknesses with electrical maintenance were identified:
electrical maintenance personnel need to be more sensitive to
material conditions inside panels; the periodic replacement of
electrolytic capacitors in the 120 VAC inverters and battery chargers
has not been implemented; and no 'PM activities (testing) are
performed on the molded case circuit breakers.
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Instrument Air (IA) System

~Back round

The compressed air system (CAS) is divided into two subsystems: the
instrument air ( IA) system and the station air (SA) system. IA is
designed to provide a reliable source of dry, oil-free air for
pneumatic instruments, controls, and pneumatically-operated valves.
The SA system is designed to meet the needs of maintenance-related
activities, such as the operation of pneumatic tools. The CAS for
Units 1 and 2 are independently capable of supplying their respective
.IA and SA demands through a cross-tie connections

Unit 1 IA demand is supplied by compressors inside and outside
containment; two liquid seal ring rotary air compressors inside
reactor containment, and four compressors on the 19.5'evel of the
turbine building. Unit 2 differs from Unit 1, in that all IA is
supplied by four air compressors outside containment, in -the Unit 2

turbine building. Two new, oil-free air compressors per unit were
recently added as part of a plant modification to enhance IA system
reliability. Each new IA compressor has its own inlet filter,,
aftercooler, and air, drier. The IA compressors discharge into a

single header connected to an air receiver. Dry, filtered instrument
air is then distributed to the plant via branch lines. Service air
is provided with two 100% capacity air compressors per unit, each
with their own filters and aftercoolers.

~Ins ection

The team completed a general walkdown of selected portions of the CA

system for Units 1 and 2. Major components examined included the
new C and D air compressors, twin tower air driers, the IA air
receivers, and a number of filter regulators and their associated
end-use devices. The team examined training documents associated
with the IA system, control room abnormal operating procedures for
loss of IA, and the vendor technical manuals for the C and D air
compressors and the twin tower air driers.

The team also reviewed work records for a number of CA system
components; cond'ucted interviews with licensed and non-licensed
operators and cognizant engineers; and conducted a review of the
licensee's response to NRC Generic Letter (GL) 88-14 "Instrument Air
System Supply System Problems Affecting Safety-Related Equipment."

Pursuant to this review, the team examined records of licensee air
quality checks, and reviewed selected corrective maintenance records
to determine the extent of maintenance work performed as a result of
air quality. Overall, air quality was very good; particulate,
hydrocarbon, and dewpoint measurements were within specification
requirements.
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The licensee has installed high efficiency filters at the discharge
of each IA drier. Sensitive equipment, such as Bailey positioners,
and solenoid valves were also equipped with upstream filter-
regulators; however, the licensee does not have a regular PM

changeout schedule for filter-regulator filter elements, These
filters are changed only if they become clogged. In addition, the
team found numerous - fittings in the IA system which were sealed
with teflon tape, downstream of filter-requlators. If teflon tape is
improperly applied, small pieces of teflon tape can lodge in orifices
or in solenoid valves and cause the devices to malfunctions At the
time of the inspection, there were no formal procedures relative to
the proper application of teflon tape. The licensee, however,
prohibits the use of teflon tape in the RCS to prevent its contact
with primary coolant. The team considered the lack of regular PM for
filter regulators, and the lack of procedural guidance on'he use of
teflon tape downstream of filter-regulators to be a non-conservative
approach towards the maintenance of a reliable IA system.

To prevent closure of the, Unit 1 MSIV's if IA is lost, the MSIV's are
equipped with dedicated accumulators. Further, to preclude flow-
induced closure, backup air bottles had to be installed when Unit 1

was licensed for increased power output (and therefore, higher steam
velocity). During the inspection, however, the backup air bottles
were bleeding down, due to air leaks in solenoid valve assemblies,
downstream of the dedicated accumulators. The licensee chose to
install a portable compressor to maintain system pressure in the
MSIV accumulators, as a short term solution, instead of constantly
replacing air bottles, since these leaks cannot be repaired with the
plant running.

The team observed active participation of the IA system engineer, IKC
technical staff, and maintenance personnel towards the solution of
this problem. The team consensus was this problem was handled
quickly and efficiently, due to good communications between the
personnel involved, the extent of technical staff involvement, and
rapid implementation of a solution.

PM procedures for equipment in the IA system were reviewed against
vendor manual requirements, to ensure the licensee is conducti ng
maintenance in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations.
During this review the team found that the vendor for the new air
compressors recommended retorquing the crosshead bolts after 6

months, or 2000 hours of operation. This requirement, however, was
not addressed in the PM procedure for the=-new air compressors, nor
was there any engineering justification given for not torquing these
bolts per vendor recommendations. As a result; the crosshead bolts
for the Unit 1 air compressors were nine months late in being
torqued. (These compressors have been in service August 1988.)
After questioning by the team, the licensee issued a PWO to torque
these bolts, and the crosshead bolts for the Unit 2 air compressors,
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which have been in service since May, 1989. Mechanical PM procedures
are the responsibility of the mechanical maintenance planning
department, and are written by the planners themselves, based on
vendor manual review. The missed PM requirement fo'r torquing the
air compressor crosshead bolts was considered a weakness in the
maintenance program. issues relative to the planning department are
discussed in para'graph 2.h.

HPSI/LPSI System

Backaround

High Pressure Safety Iniection (HPSI) Sys-.em Description

The primary purpose of 'the HPSI System is to inject borated water
into the Reactor Coolant System ( RCS) if a break occurs in the
reactor coolant pressure boundary. The HPSI System is also used to
provide subcooling of the core in the case of a small break Loss of
Coolant Accident ( LOCA) and to maintain core coverage for extended
periods of time during the recirculation phase. Each Unit's„system
consists of redundant trains with a common Refueling Water Tank
(RWT). The HPSI System for Unit I u.i lizes three electric motor
driven multi-stage centrifugal pumps while Unit 2 utilizes two. Both
Units 1 and 2 HPSI Systems include separate suction and discharge
headers and associated instrumentation, controls, and valves. During
the iniection phase, the pumps take suction from the Reactor Water
Tank ( RWT) and inject borated water directly into the RCS. Upon
receipt of a recirculation actuation signal, the suction is auto-
matically shifted to the Containment Sump.

Low Pressure Safety Injection ( LPSI) System Description

The purpose of the LPSI system is to inject borated water into the
RCS to minimize the severity of a LOCA. The LPSI pumps are also used
to provide shutdown cooling flow, fill the'afety injection tanks,
and provide purification flow for the RCS when the reactor is shut
down. The system consists of two redundant trains and a common RWT.

Each safety grade train consists of one electric motor driven,
single-stage, centri'fugal pump; separate suction and discharge
headers; and a shutdown cooling heat exchanger. During the injection
phase, the pumps take suction from the RWT, injecting borated
water directly into the RCS. Upon receipt of a recirculation actua-
tion signal, both LPSI pumps are secured, allowing the HPSI to
perform its. recirculation function while preventing contaminated RCS

water from entering the RWT.
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~ins ection

The team conducted a walkdo'wn i'nspection of the HPSI and LPSI
systems, observed maintenance activities in progress, and reviewed
PWOs and work procedures.

The walkdown inspection consisted of an examination of valves, pumps,
fittings, piping, and supports of the HPSI/LPSI systems from the RWT

to the containment penetrations. Generally the condition of the
HPSI/LPSI systems were good, however the condition of components
outside the Auxiliary Building showed signs of inattention when

compared with the equipment examined inside the Auxiliary Building.
St Lucie has undertaken an ambitious corrosion protection program
that consists of sandblasting and painting piping systems and
components on a periodic basis. At the time of the walkdown
inspection, HPSI and LPSI Systems were freshly painted. Some

carelessness was noted by the evidence of paint on parts that should
not have been painted (e.g., packing followers on two Unit 1

valves - V14274 and valve in series with 1MCV-25-1). Additionally,
the following conditions were observed:

The stem of valve V7130 (Unit 1) had numerous small dents that
indicated possible mishandling during maintenance. The licensee
noted that the dents may be from using a pipe wrench on the
stem. PWO XA891010073417 (green tag 41423) was written to
address thi s probl em.

A number of conditions wer e noted in the HPSI/LPSI Systems
walkdown that appeared to be a problem common to other systems,
such as inadequate thread engagement in flanged connections,
missing components, and loose parts.

See Paragraph 2.a for di scussion of material condition and house-
keeping.

The team observed in-process work on the HPSI System under PWOs 2944
and 3018. PWO 2944 was written to repair a leaking flange on the
suction line to HPSI Pump 1C, and in the process, the studs were
found to be too short to obtain the proper thread engagement and thus
replaced. The PWO form used in the work package did not include the
block for alerting the'lanner to check if this work affected ISI .

ASME Section XI components. The Section XI traveler was; therefore,
not routed to the ISI Group to determine whether Section XI require-
ments should be invoked.

PWO 3018 was written to replace flange studs to obtain the required
thread engagement on the suction line to HPSI Pump 1C. A leak at
strainer SS-03-2C was also identified in the work instructions as
requiring repair. To accomplish the work, it was necessary to remove
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and replace existing drain line supports. The planner neglected to
include instructions for removal and replacement of these supports.
When the planner was questioned by the craft foreman as to

the'emoval

and replacement of these supports, he gave verbal instruc-
tions to put the supports back the way they had been prior to being
removed. When the lack of instructions was again questioned, this
time by the evening craft foreman, he received a revised PWO with
very broadly written instructions, however, no drawings and no

additional gC holdpoints were included in the package. The work
instructions were not adequately written and the necessary drawings
and (}C holdpoints included unti 1 the next day.

Upon further investigation, it was di-scovered that the piping drawing
the. planner used in planning the work package was denoted "no
restraints required," initially misleading the planner to assume that
there were no supports to be removed. Further, the restraints are
shown on Field Sketches, which are not referenced on the piping
drawing. Additional errors found on the PWO form included a

non-supervisor signing as a planning supervisor and the Section XI
block being left blank.

In order to facilitate the repair, a crane was used to lift the
piping, thus separating the flanges. This resulted in unloading a

Section XI spring can support welded to the elbow of the piping.
Because the Section XI block on the PWO was left blank, the Section
XI traveler was not sent to the ISI Groups Subsequently, the spring
can was reloaded when the flange was reassembled with no,verification
of its setting. Upon departure of the Team, these two PWOs had not
been closed-out, however, HPSI Pump 1C had been returned to service.
Subsequent to the inspection, the PWO was re-scoped to cover verifi-
cation of the spring can setting. No problems were found.

The craft demonstrated a questioning, safety-conscious attitude when

repeatedly returning to the Planning Department to obtain working
instructions and drawings to aid in the removal and replacement of
existing supports. However, the problems discussed above indicate
procedure problems, mechanical planning weaknesses, and gC weaknesses
which are further discussed in paragraphs 1 ~ i, 2.f. and 2.h. below.

Maintenance Work Observations

In addition to the work observations described previously, the team
observed maintenance work in progress on the following PWOS:

PWO 3024 - Charging Pump 1A — Plunger leak
PWO 5161 - MOVATS Testing of Valve V3654
PWO 3017 - Containment Spray Pump 1B - Isolation Valve Flange
Leak Repair



The crafts'erformance in working the above-mentioned PWOs was
found to be very good. The skill of the craft was apparent in the
manner in which they set-up the job and conducted the work. Tools,
spare parts, etc, were laid out neatly and in easily-accessible
locations. The procedures were read step-by step, carefully
followed, and appropriate steps were initialed.

While performing the repacking of Charging Pump 1A (PWO 3024), the
team noted that it was necessary for the craft to stop work to obtain
clarification of Procedure 1-M-0041 (Charging Pump Maintenance).
As the procedure was written, it was unclear whether each plunger
should be dismantled separately and the system breached with each
disassembly or all three plungers dismantled and the system breached
once. It was apparent that the craft knew the correct manner in
which to proceed, however, did not want to violate the procedure.
The craft showed a conservative attitude in seeking clarification of
the charging pump maintenance procedure. (See Paragraph 2.f for
further discussion of procedural problems).

h. Material Control

~Back round

The licensee's major material control facilities consisted of the
Unit 1 operating storeroom, the backfit warehouse, the Unit 2
warehouse, the north warehouse, the Gl and G2 warehouses, the "South
Forty" (outside storage), and the F4 and F5 warehouses. There is
also a covered electrode issue area. Inventory is tracked by
computer. Shelf life items are identified as such, and are under a
separate tracking system to ensure expired items are removed from
inventory and are not issued for use.

~Ins ection

The team performed a walkdown of the licensee's Units 1 and 2 ware-
houses, and the backfit warehouses to determine if parts and supplies
were stored properly, if safety-related items were segregated from
non-safety-related stock, if openings in items such as pressure
g'auges were plugged, and if shelf life items were identified. In
addition, the team evaluated the backlog of PWOs awaiting parts,
and the licensee's material control program. Further, the team
determined that a random sample of various vital spare parts were in
stock and retrievable. These parts included impeller disks, wear
rings, and bearings for the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps;
rebuild kits for small solenoid operated valves used in the
instrument air system; and filters used, in the instrument air
compressor/dryer packages.
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The team also reviewed a list of PWOs which were on hold awaiting
parts. There were a total of 54 PWO's on this list and most were
between 20 and 60 days old. These PWOs were being tracked by a

stores employee, detailed to planning. The team considered this
aspect of materials control and planning a strength in the mainte-
nance program.

The team, however, found several items on which openings were
uncapped, which is not in accordance with PSL procedure gI 13-S-1.
The items were various pressure switches, and hand valves. In
addition, the team identified several gaskets improperly stored; the
gaskets were cracked due to being folded and stored in a small shelf
bi'n container. Instead, such gaskets should have been stored flat.
These findings, however were not typical of warehouse conditions
found by the team, and were considered isolated occurences. The
licensee subsequently plugged the openings in the pressure switches,
conducted a walkdown of the warehouse to see if additional examples
of uncovered openings existed, discarded the damaged gaskets, and set
up proper storage for their replaceme'nts.

The team also witnessed performance of receipt inspection of several
items, including filter regulators for instrument air, and repair
parts for safety-related swing check valves. These receipt inspec-
tions were performed in a satisfactory manner. The team, however,
found an instance of a receipt inspection in which the purchase order
requirements were completely overlooked by the stores employee
responsible for performance of the receipt inspection. The item was
a nonsafety-related relief valve for low pressure heater 3A. The
discrepancy was discovered when a journeyman compared the nameplate
of the old valve being replaced to the new replacement valve and
found the capacity of the new valve to be 18. 1 gpm, versus 24. 1 gpm
for the old valve. The licensee was in the process of resolving this
problem at the end of the inspection.

In general,'he materials control program and its implementation were
good, in that items were easily located, storage conditons were
controled, shelf life items were identified and segregated if past
expiration date, and humidity/temperature of the warehouses where
sensitive items were stocked was recorded.

Health Physics

The = team reviewed the licensee's radiological protection program
activities supporting maintenance work. The inspection included a

review of radiation protection and maintenance personnel interfaces
in maintenance work planning and preparation, radiological controls
on specific jobs and plant areas, and licensee efforts in maintaining
occupational radiation exposures as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA). The team also interviewed selected maintenance workers to
assess their awareness and perception of the licensee's radiation
protection activities.
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Radiological Controls and Maintenance Planning

Health Physics involvement in planning and preparation, as it related
to support of maintenance work, was reviewed by the inspectors and

found to be adequate. The team determined that the licensee utilizes
several interfaces between maintenance and the radiological protec-
tion staffs in integrating radiation protection activities into
maintenance work. Short term planning interfaces include daily
planning meetings and ALARA pre-job briefings. Long term planning
interfaces include outage planning meetings, special maintenance task
teams, and ALARA Review Board special projects and goals. During the
inspection, the team attended daily planning meetings and task team
meetings. In the pressurizer heater sleeve task team meetings, the
team observed an awareness of ALARA goals and knowledge of dose
reduction techniques among task team members preparing for a special
inspection of the Unit I pressurizer.

The team selected maintenance workers from mechanical, electrical,
and instrumentation work groups and asked each a series of questions
concerning the radiological safety program. A summary of the

. interviews was discussed with the site Health Physicist. The
maintenance workers indicated that communications between the health
physics and maintenance groups were good. The worker s also reported
that the health physics staff was responsive to individual questions
regarding radiological controls and that licensee management was

strongly committed to radiological safety. Licensee employees
reported that the health physics staff generally provided timely
and sufficient radiological protection support for planned and
unscheduled maintenance activities. Several of the maintenance
workers reported that a better job of planning was needed. The
team determined that many of the workers believed that the health
physics staff was not given sufficient notice of planned maintenance
activities and that a better job of planning by the planning sections
was needed. Interviewed employees reported that" at times it was
evident that the planning sections did not know of existing work
conditions when job assignments were made and that planning personnel
needed to be at the job site learning the working conditions. Some of
the worker s also expressed concerns over health physics staffing
levels indicating the health physics staff was at times unable to
support all of the maintenance work.

The team reviewed procedures and guidelines delineating the health
physics group responsibilities and required radiation protection
activities related to the support of maintenance work in radiation
areas. These documents describe controls adequate to ensure that the
level of involvement and support are commensurate with the degree of
radiological hazards incident to the job being performed.
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As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA)

The licensee's 1989 ALARA personnel exposure goal was 514 person-rem.
Through the end of September 1989, the licensee had accumulated 445
person-rem and was 34 person-rem below the September target dose of
479 person-rem. The plant staff is attempting to lower it's collec-
tive three year exposure average to a national average target of
288 person-rem/unit by the end of 1990 and was setting exposure goals
for 1990, accordingly. The licensee has reduced its 3 year running
averages oi collective dose to 237, 448, and 285 person-rem/unit in
1986, 1987, and 1988,- respectively. The facility's 1990 collective
exposure goal is 346 person-rem per unit in a year in which two
refueling outages are, planned.

The licensee has successfully utilized Quality Improvement (QI)
Teams for reducing facility radiation exposures in the past and is
currently u i lizing Quality improvement Team counter measures to
reduce source te. ms and improve maintenance efficiency. The s.aff
has reduced cumulative person-rem to als on some high exposure jobs
with the application of robo+ics and improved mock-up training. The
licensee had recently established a QI Team to analyze low exposure
ra-e tasks performed on aeneral ent"y and irspection radia+'.on work

, permits and is reviewing low dose rate tasks to find methods for
reducing their significant cumulative person-,rem totals.

In general, the licensee's ALARA program appears to be very accurate
at estimating and tracking job and croup exposures and effective at
reducing personnel exposures on jobs that have undergone thorough
ALARA analysis., However, the licensee has not fully integrated
the maintenance staff personnel into the ALARA goal establishment
process. The licensee's current method for establishing ALARA goals
requires the maintenance staff submit a maintenance schedule to the
ALARA staff. The ALARA staff prepares an estimate of collective
exposure for the planned work, using previous exposure history
information. The licensee's current program does not require plant
groups to periodically review their work plans for ways to reduce
personnel exposures. Continued management review of maintenance
activities and procedures is needed in establishing meaningful ALARA
goals for the maintenance group that are based on program improve-
ments.

During interviews wi th maintenance workers the team asked the workersif they knew what their ALARA goals were. Most of the workers knew
t'hat the facility had ALARA exposure goals, however, none of the
workers were able to report the status of the goals. Most of the
workers did know where the status of plant goals were posted.
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External Exposure Control and Radiological Surveys

The team reviewed selected Radiation Work Permits (RWPs) written
for routine and special maintenance activities. The RWPs were
reviewed for appropriateness of the radiation protection requirements
based on work scope, location, and conditions. The team made
independent radiation and contamination surveys in the Auxiliary
buildings and reviewed the results of radiation and contamination
surveys throughout the facility. During the tours of the plant, the
team reviewed the licensee's posting and control of radiation areas,
high radiation areas, contaminated areas, radioactive material areas,
and the labeling of radioactive material. The team found areas were
properly posted and verified that posted high radiation areas were
secured. During observation of maintenance activities, the team
observed radiological protection personnel providing the radiation
protection job coverage.

The teams concluded that the health physics program was strong and
adequately supports maintenance activities.

Work Management

Maintenance work management involves the initiation and control of
PWOs, equipment records, job planning, prioritization, scheduling,
backlog controls, post maintenance testing (PMT), and review of
completed work control documents.

The Maintenance Work Control Procedure (AP-0010432) defines several
of these activities as part of the Nuclear Job Planning System
(NJPS). NJPS provides an automated mechanism to process Plant Work
Orders (PWOs). The NJPS is connected with TEDB which provides the
equipment database tie with the job .planning process. Trouble and
breakdown problems are entered into the NJPS, thereby becoming a PWO;
the PWOs are prioritized daily at the morning meeting arid are sent to
planning for the completion of the planning process. The planned
priority 1 and 2 PWOs are scheduled at the daily afternoon meeting;
the priorities 3 and 4 PWOs are left to the maintenance supervisors
to schedule. Backlog is controlled by an informal program which is
discussed further in paragraph 1 .o. PMT is controlled by procedure
(gI ll-PR/SL-1) and is discussed further in paragraph 1.p.

To evaluate this area, the team interviewed maintenance personnel,
attended planning and scheduling meetings, reviewed procedures, and
reviewed PWOs, in-process and completed PWOs. The findings are
listed below:

The overall maintenance program is described in a variety of
documents, however there is no one document that ties all the
pieces of the program together. The licensee has drafted a
document, still in the review cycle, entitled "Conduct of
Maintenance", which should unify the program.



TEDB is stil'. in the verification stage and contains some
errors. See paragraphs I.a and I.s for further discussion of
TEDB.

NJPS could work well with the deficiency identification system
if it were permitted to function as described by the procedure.
Any site personnel discovering a deficiency can hang a

deficiency tag and initiate a PWO. The policy by which the
tagging system is implemented appears cumbersome, requiring
multiple trips to the site of trouble and breakdown, possibly
discouraging the identification of relatively minor deficien-
cies. Material condition is discussed further in paragraph 2.b.

Multiple examples were noted where required data was missing
from PWOs. Incomplete PWOs are discussed in paragraphs 1.f and
2.i.

Some mechanical planning personnel use large amounts of overtime
indicating a heavy workload. This and other planning problems
are discussed furtner in paragraph 2.h.

k. Engineering Suppor. for Ma intenance

Engineering support for maintenance is provided by the Technical
Support Group (engineering within each group), Plant Test and Codes
Group, Site Nuclear Engineering Department, and System Engineer
Group.

For the handling of routine concerns, the licensee's main source of
engineering support for maintenance is provided by their in-house
Technical Support Group or engineering within each maintenance
discipline. This group functions as technical advisors to mainte-
nance. Rather han getting involved in detailed evalua ions, the
members of this group will act as an interface between Maintenance
and other site organizations, as necessary. Interfacing will
typically be between Maintenance and the Site Nuclear Engineering
Department for resolving complex technical issues, Plant and
Test Codes Group for ISI and 'IST concerns, and other Maintenance
disciplines on multi-disciplined work packages. Additionally, within
this group, work procedures are periodically reviewed and updated. A
program has recently been put in place to contract the writing of new
procedures. The need for additional procedures is discussed in
Paragraph 2.h.

The Plant Test and Codes Group is responsible for assuring that ASME
Section XI requirements are met, such as Inservice Inspection ( ISI),
pump and valve testing, and trending. The interface with Maintenance.
is initiated by the Maintenance planner through the use of a Section XI
traveler when maintenance work affects a Section XI component.
Because this traveller is not included in the procedure for PWOs
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(Administrat'ive Procedure 0010432) it is not routed consistently when

required. Thi s concern i s di scussed further in paragraphs 1. f.
and 2.f.

The Site Nuclear Engineering Department handles the more complex
technical issues as requested by Maintenance. At times, this group
will request support from Corporate Nuclear Engineering, specifically
when detailed engineering analysis is required. Corporate has
contracted with Ebasco Services to perform the analysis when this
request involves design basis calculations. A recent failure
associated with the ICW Pumps suggests a weakness in post-failure
root cause analysis and questions engineering's ability to properly
advise plant maintenance. Notice of Violation (NOV), NRC Inspection
Reports 50-335/89-23 and 50-389/89-23, maintains that the engineering
staff failed to adequately research the ICW System service history
prior to specifying a replacement for strainers for Pump 1A. The NOV

also notes that the "history was not effectively compiled until
requested by the inspector."

The System Engineer program at St. Lucie is a relatively new concept.
The entire group consists of four STA-trained engineers and a lead
engineer, covering thirteen systems that are almost exclusively
mechanical in nature.. The function of the'ystem Engineer is to
provide macroscopic management of a system as opposed to getting
involved in routine, day-to-day activities. The System Engineer's
support of maintenance includes coordinating activities between the I

C , Electrical, and Mechanical Maintenance groups; analyzing
equipment failures; adjusting the frequency of preventive maintenance
work, as. required; .and reviewing PWOs. Because the Duties and

Responsibilities of the System Engineer (Administrative Procedure
0005750) is broadly written, the level of involvement in the
Maintenance process is determined by the individual engineer. The
team considered the System Engineering organization to be too small
to develop a true system engineering concept (i.e., System Experts)
for many systems. The licensee pointed out that the organization is
still being evaluated and they recognize the need to expand the
organization. Additional personnel had been planned prior to this
inspection.

Overall, the team concluded that engineering support for maintenance
is good, however, there appears to be some weaknesses in thoroughly
researching an issue prior to initiating a resolution and relative to
the size of the Systen Engineering organization.

QA/QC Involvement in Maintenance

The QA and QC organizations report through different management
chains. The site QA Department is headed by the Superintendent of
Quality Assurance who reports to the Director of Quality Assurance in
the corporate office. The site QA organization consists of 18 people
divided into two subgroups: Performance Monitoring and Regulatory
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Compliance. QA involvement in Maintenance is primarily through
audits of Maintenance programs and procedures. The QC Department
reports through a QC Supervisor to the St. Lucie Plant Manager. The

QC organization consists of 35 people: 3 in Procurement Review, 3 in
Operations Surveillance, 20 in Records and Document Control, and 8 in
Maintenance Inspection. The primary interface between Maintenance
and QC is through Maintenance Inspection which consists of 5

Mechanical Inspectors and 3 Electrical/I 8 C Inspectors.

Quality Assurance (QA)

The team interviewed QA personnel and reviewed the following QA

audits of Maintenance: QSL-OPS-86-419 (Plant- Work Orders),
QSL-OPS-88-519 (Plant Work Orders), and QSL-OPS-88-594 (M & T E).
The site QA Department has performed numerous audits of Maintenance,
and was in the midst of follow-up audit when the team arrived on
site. Follow-up audits are regularly performed to determine if
corrective actions have been effective. Preliminary findings of the
follow-up audit in progress was also reviewed by the team. In
reviewing the follow-up audits, a number of repeat findings were
noted, indicating either the corrective actions are not adequate or
management may not be implementing the QA recommendations.

Quality Control (QC)

The team inspected QC's involvement 'in Maintenance by reviewing
several Plant Work Order s (PWO's) in various stages of completion,
from the initial QC approval of work, to the final QC approval prior
to filing in the vault. In addition, procedures QI 17-PI/PSL-1
(Quality Assurance Records) and QI 18-PR/ PSL-1 (Quality Control
Surveillances) were reviewed. QC's performance is characterized by
carelessness and lack of attention to detail. A large number of
omissions, discovered when vaulted PWO's were reviewed by the team,
should have been found in the final QC review of the work package
prior to its filing. QA audit (QSL-OPS-88-594) revealed a fai lure
to log an M&TE serial number ( Finding ¹1) that should have been
discovered on the final QC review of the PWO package. The audit
recommended that QC exercise more diligence when reviewing survei l-
lance test documentation. Additionally, QC missed several oppor-
tunities to correct the following errors and omissions in PWOs

2944 and 3018 as they progressed through the maintenance process,
indicating an intention to detail and carelessness in performing
reviews:

A non-supervisor approved PWO 3018 for work.

The ASME Section XI block on PWO 3018 was left blank.
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A QC inspector, perform'ing a routine surveillance of ongoing
work associated with PWO's 2944 and 3018, failed to note that
supports had been removed but no drawings or QC holdpoints were
included in the work package. This QC inspector also failed to
identify that a Section XI spring can support could be effected
during the course of this repair.

In conclusion, QA audits are well-planned and QA auditors appear to
be conscientious in the performance of their duties. Conversely,
there is a concern that QC inspectors do not show the proper
vigilance in their surveillance and review activities.

Historical Data Related to Maintenance

The team examined historical data for indications of adequacy of the
licensee's maintenance and maintenance-related activities. The data
used covered the period from about mid 1988 to present and included
recent NRC Office of„ Analysis and Evaluation of Operating Data (AEOD)
Performan'ce Indicator data and FP&L's Performance Monitoring Report
dated October 5, ,1989. The team concluded that the historical

'ata provided evidence that the licensee's maintenance program had
been sufficient to support average to above average operational
performance. Apparent areas of both strengths and weaknesses were
noted.

From a positive standpoint the licensee showed better than (industry)
average for the following: forced outage rate, safety system
fai lur'es, significant events, Unit 2 safety system actuations, Unit 2

automatic scrams while critical, and equipment forced outages for,
Unit 2. Equipment availability is consistently high and meets or
exceeds the plant goals. Capacity factor generally meets or exceeds,
plant goals and is above the industry average. Radiation exposure,
Unit 1 equipment forced outages, and Unit 1 safety system actuations
are about industry average. Unit 1 automatic scrams while critical
had improved from well above industry average to about industry
average.

Response to Industry Initiatives

The purpose of a "response to industry initiatives" program is
to prevent or lessen the consequence of future incidents through
an exchange of operating experience information. The NRC, INPO,
vendors, and.member utilities distribute this information. to identify
problems, potential problems, and operating incidents that need to be
evaluated for nuclear safety and reliability. The team inspected the
licensee's response to industry initiatives through a review of
rela'ted programmatic requirements described in Nuclear Licensing
Procedure NL-Q12.13.4, Administration of the Operating Experience
Feedback Program. In addition, NRC Information Notices ( INs), NSSS

vendor reports (bulletins), vendor letters, and the licensee
responses to INPO reports were examined.
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The team examined the operating experience feedback program (OEFP).
files to determine if the OEFP information was reviewed in a timely
manner and corrective action implemented. The team inspected the
licensee's computer tracking system for OEFP to determine the infor-
mation contained, the number of "open" and "closed" items, and how
well the program worked to perform its intended function. The
licensee provided two computer lists of existing active (open) items
for the teams review. One list was a .master data base list from
the corporate computer, and the second list was from the personal
computer (PC) of the OEFP coordinator on site.„

In addition, a listing. of all OEFP items (open and closed) in the
corporate data base computer were provided by the licensee. The
computer lists contained 40 open items of which eight were priority
items.

The team examined 27 OEFP -items. The items were satisfactorily
reviewed and implemented as required by the licensee in a timely
manner. The team concluded that the'icensee has an adequate program.
The OEFP files were found to be complete. The implementation of
reviewed OEFP documentation was satisfactory.

Backlog Control

The team reviewed the licensee's records, PWOs, schedules, and plans,
conducted interviews with maintenance personnel, attended planning
and scheduling meetings to determine the extent and control of
maintenance backlog. Specific areas examined included deferred
maintenance, prioritization, scheduling, measuring of backlog,
balance of plant concerns, and present plant backlog.

The licensee's program for backlog control is largely not proce-
duralized. PWOs are prioritized, planned and scheduled as described
by AP-0010432, but the post planning control of back log is
programmatically undocumented and left to the experience and
judgement of the Maintenance Department management. Even though
not proceduralized, management tracks and controls backlog through.
use of performance indicators.

The plant performance indicators for .August reflect the following
generally good performance: total number of PWOs was 661; number of
PWOs older than 90 days is 334, 50.5% with a goal of 50% (330.5);
PWO planning backlog since January has had perturbations starting

-with 273, to 44, to 135, to 37, to 190, to 29 in August; ready to
work PWOs 'started the year with 518 rose steadily to 837 in April,
steadily dropping to 340 by August; PWOs awaiting parts started the
year with 162 rose steadily to 187 in April, dropping to 130 in June,
and rising to August level of 177.



The Team noted that ihe backlog of Ph'Os had risen precipitously since
the announcement of this inspection due to the licensee's issuance
of PMOs for numerous minor material condition issues identified in
preparation for this team inspection, and the items identified. by the
team, for which the licensee subsequen ly issued Ph'Os. The issue of
material condition is discussed further in paragraph 2.a.

Post Maintenance Testing

Background

Post maintenance test (PMT) requirements and acceptance criteria
for mechanical components are defined in procedure QI 11-PR/PSL-2.
Upon completion of maintenance, the mechanical maintenance foreman
responsible for the applicable job must notify the department
responsible for performance of the PNT. Equipment which requires post
maintenance testing, the type oi PMT and acceptance criteria, and the
department( s) responsible for performance o; the applicable PNT are
also -listed in the procedure referenced aoove. In addition, the
planning departmen- lists PNT requirements on the Pb!0 for the work
be'.ng periormed.

InsDection

To ascertain if the PNT program was adequate and being implemented
properly, tne team reviewed procedure QI li-PR/PSL-2,. reviewed
selected comple.e work orders and obse. ved work in progress.

For safety-related equipment covered under,ASNE Section XI, the 'team
found that procedure QI ll-PR/PSL-2 listed safety-related equipment
and components which require PNT, the test methods, and acceptance
criteria. PNT me hods and acceptance criteria for safety-related
equipment no covered under ASNE Section XI which requires PNT,

, however, was very limited, and not as well defined in QI 11-PR/PSL-2.
For this equipment, identified in Appendix A of Qi 11-PR/PSL-2 as
"Other Pumps and Compressors," only a "test run and check for seal
leakage" is required. Acceptance criteria are "run a sufficient
amount of time to determine if it performs its intended functions."
In contrast, Section XI pumps are tested for head flow, vibration,
bearing temperature, and seal leakage. Not only is the procedure
confusing, in that safety-related equipment is designated as "Other
Pumps and Compressors", but the team consensus was that there was
insufficient emphasis on PMT for non-Section XI equipment, and the
potential for inadequate or deleted PNT was high. The lack of
procedural clarity, and definition in the PNT procedure was con-
sidered a weakness in the maintenance program.

Nonsafety-related equipment is listed in Appendix G of QI 11-PR/PSL-2.
Appendix G include.s only major equipment such as the Steam Generator
Feed Pumps, Instrument Air Compressors, and Turbine Cooling Mater
Pumps. There are no test methods, or acceptance criteria associated
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with the equipment lis'ted in Pppendix G. The team considered the
limited scope and lack of requirements for nonsafety-related equip-
ment PMT to be a weakness in the maintenance program.

The team also identified PMT problems while observing work under PWO

XA890916112958 (See paragraph l.b). More detailed instructions in
the PMT procedure could have alleviated this problem and simplified
the mechanical maintenance planning function, which is the group
responsibi le for determining if PMT should have been planned.
Weaknesses in the mechanical maintenance planning area contribute to
problems in PMT; mechanical maintenance planning- issues are discussed
in paragraph 2h.

The above weaknesses were acknowledged by the licnesee, and procedure
QI 11-PR/PSL-2 is currently being revised by the licensee.

Licensee QA audit number QSL-OPS-88-581 identified PMT findings
similar to the team's findings. Discrepancies listed in this audit,
issued in July 1988, include a lack of documentation of PMT results;
PMT was not always commensurate with the scope of of maintenance, and
acceptance criteria were not always stated clearly. The team's
observations were consistent with the above findings. In addition,
lack of PMT on a Unit 2 containment isolation valve HCV-15-1, at
penetration 7, resulted in the problem described in Unit 2 LER 89-02.

The team also learned that various elements of the PMT program, i.'e.,
mechanical, operations and IST are not tied together. The licensee
plans to tie the elements together procedurally. Based on the above

, weaknesses, the team considers the mechanical PMT program weak with
need for improvement.

Maintenance Trending

Maintenance History at the component level is periodically and
systematically reviewed and trended by the Maintenance Reliability
and Support Group to identify maintenance improvement opportunities.
The initial procedure for the systematic review and trending of
component maintenance history was implemented in August of 1988.
This initial procedure is currently in the process of being analyzed
and further refined. Formal documentation of the refined procedure
is expected in the near future.

The procedure primarily involves review of maintenance work order
histories that have been documented in the Nuclear Job Planning
System (NJPS) and the Nuclear Plant Reliability System (NPRDS) to
identify components with a high or abnormal failure rate history.
Components are identified from the NJPS when four or more failures in
the past 12 months have been recorded. Components from the NPRDS are

. identified when their failure rate is approximately 1.6 times greater
than that of the industry average. Once a component is identified
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as having a high or abnormal failure rate, the component failures
are reviewed for similarity of cause. If the cause of failure is
similar, the component fai lures are identified to the maintenance
group responsible through the Root Cause Tracking Matrix.

The maintenance group will then review the failures to determine
if additional analysis is necessary. If analysis is determined
necessary, the maintenance group responds with an action plan for
analysis. From the analysis, countermeasures are developed, imple-
mented, and documented. The effectiveness of countermeasures are
then tracked.

Although the procedures for the above described program are 'not
fully documented, the team feel's that the program is a good one
and is headed in the right direction. The licensee plans to issue
procedures covering the above program.

A maintenance trending program at the part level does not exist.
However, the team was told that allocations are being considered in
next year's budget to start development of a maintenance tracking and
trending program at the part level.

Some trending at the system level has been proceduralized and is
administered by the operations department at't. Lucie. The cause of
unplanned shutdowns are analysed to identify what critical system
parameters could have been monitored in order, to predict the
unplanned shutdown. The critical system parameters that are
identified are then monitored and trended in order to prevent future
unplanned shutdowns. Expanded trending of monitored parameters is
also being considered for future implementation at St. Lucie. The
program appear s to be well administered and headed in the right
direction. However, the team noted monitoring and trending of safety
systems and other nonsafety systems used for safe shutdown of the
plant did not appear to be included in the program. The program
could be improved by monitoring and trending, at the system level,
safety systems which are not normally in operation.

J

Maintenance Facilities

Back round

The team conducted a general walkdown of the licensee's maintenance
facilities to observe general conditions and specific equipment used
to perform maintenance work. Major facilities included the covered
work area, the clean and hot machine shops, and the clean and hot
tool rooms.

Both clean and hot shops were equipped with a variety of lathes,
milling machines, lapping machines, drilling equipment, metal saws
and lifting equipment.
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Ins ection

Most non-contaminated maintenance on equipment such as valves and
pumps takes place in the covered work area. Individual bench and
storage space is provided for 96 . mechanics, although about 80
mechanics are employed by the licensee during non-outage periods.
Also in the covered work area is a welding shop suitable for medium-
sized work. The covered work area is attached to the North Service
Building, inside the protected area,,and convienent to work areas in
the plant. Mechanical maintenance supervisors'ffices are inside
the North Service Building. Although relatively small, space inside
the covered work area is utilized well; the covered work area was
recently reorganized by a gIP team. Their recommendations included
moving a wood working area to a separate building, adding new tool
lockers, and major improvements to the . welding

arear'he

team
found that lighting, tool storage and bench space, and proximity to
supervisors and work areas to be adequate.

The clean machine shop is located in the North Service Building,
adjacent to the covered work

arear'he

shop w'as "equipped with
appropriate major pieces of equipment, such as lathes, and milling
machines of appropriate capacity and quality to handle most machining
work to support maintenance at PSL

The hot machine shop is located in the Unit 1 RAB and was not as well
equipped as the cold shop, due to lack of space. However, the
equipment on hand was well chosen to handle most contaminated work.
The team found that housekeeking in the hot shop was poor. Machine
tools were not cleaned up after use, various tools were laying about
unused, and the area was generally cluttered. Further, the team
found that the hot shop facility was very limited in space. ~ Licensee
personnel, however, informed the team that a new, larger hot shop
facility- is being planned. The condition of the hot shop was

, considered a weakness in the area of maintenance facilities.
Tools and equipment, such as impact wrenches, which are not normally
issued as part of the mechanic's tool kit may be readily obtained
from the cold tool room, or hot tool room. The tool room windows are
located next to the covered work area and the hot machine shop,
respectively. The team found both tool rooms to be stocked with
sufficient quantity and quality tools and equipment to perform
maintenance at PSL.

The storage, calibration, calibration verification, and handling
of discrepant mechanical METE for use on safety-related work is
controled by procedure M-0042, Revision 11. This procedure covers
torque wrenches, outside micrometers, and dial indicators, among
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others. The team noted weaknesses relative to lack of centralized
control of mechanical M&TE. These weaknesses are discussed in
paragraph 2.b.

The calibration verification of torque wrenches for safety related
work is covered in General Maintenance Procedure M-0004, Revision 11.
The team witnessed sevei al calibration verifications of torque
wrenches to this procedure, and found that the M-0004 procedur'e
contained a number of weaknesses, and inaccuracies. In addition, the
procedure does not follow vendor recommendations pertaining to the
calibration verification of torque wrenches. These issues are
discussed further in paragraph 2.b.

Instrument Calibration Program

The Instrumentation and Control Group ( I&C) in the Maintenance
Department is responsible for the planning, scheduling, calibration,
and the maintenance program for plant-installed instrumentation
and the I&C measuring and test equipment (M&TE). ,The calibration
and maintenance program is controlled and implemented by Quality
Instructions (QI-Procedures), Series 1, 5, 10, ll, 12 and 17;
admini strati ve procedures AP 0010431 and AP 0010432; and I&C
procedure Nos. 1400190 and 1400067 (A-F) . These procedures were
reviewed to determine if the calibration program is adequate and
meets NRC requirements and licen'see's commitments.

During the review of the PM program, the team. examined and identified
the scheduled calibration tracking system as a weakness. The track-
ing system for scheduled calibration was identified in NRC Report
Nos. 50-335,389/89-02 as a concern since six RG 1.97 instrument
loops in Unit 1 were not calibrated. This resulted in Violation
50-335/89-02-01. The licensee has developed a new computer data base
system which includes upgrading the scheduled calibration tracking
system. I&C is in the process of entering data into the new system
and stated the system will be 'completed in July 1990. However,
at the present time, I&C is still using a cumbersome method for
scheduling PMs and cannot easily retrieve calibration data. The team
requested I&C provide computer lists for four systems that included
the instruments, last calibration date, and the next due date. I&C
was not able to provide the computer lists since the data base
was not complete. However, the team did review calibration data
for several systems and identified that the licensee was not cali-
brating all nonsafety-related instruments, specifically instruments
feeding control room annunciators. This is discussed further in
Paragraph 2g.

The team conducted walkdowns and observed scheduled calibration tasks
being performed for the work orders listed below. While observing
this work, the tea'm reviewed the work order, the calibration
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procedure, the data being taken, discussed the work with the I&C
technicians and supervisors and inspected the panels.

Work Order Procedure/Work ~E/T
XA890929153823

XA891004022829

XA890928190357

XA890928190322

XA890928190404

XA890929101029

XA890928190315

XA890929153838

IC 2 " 070051
Monthly Functional
Test
IC 2 — 1400064F
Repair & Calibrate
IC 1 - 1400052
Monthly Test
IC 1 — 1130050
Monthly PM .

IC 1 — 1240065
Quarterly PM

IC 1400065
IAW QI-11-4
Repair & Calibrate
RQ1 - (Recorders)
Quarterly PM

IC 2 — 1400050
Monthly PM

AFAS

F I-07-2"1

Engineer
Safeguards
Loose Part
Monitor
Excore Neutron
Flux Monitor
LR-1110

Various

RPS

In all work observed, the work was performed as required by the PWO,

the procedures were followed, and the I&C technicians and supervisors
were knowledgeable and acted in a professional manner. During the
review of procedure 1-1400052, Revision 24, the team found that in
steps 9.2.4.D, 9.2.5.D, and 9.2.6.D, the desired value was 7. 10 ma

"nominal" instead of using a specific "tolerance". The licensee
agreed that "nominal" may not be appropriate and implemented a

Procedure Change Request for revising the procedures (Units 1 and 2)
using the desi red value with a specific tolerance.

During the inspection of the I&C (and electrical) panels, the team
found the material conditions to be less than satisfactory. The
main concerns, panel wiring and tarnished fuses, are discussed in
paragraphs 2.e and 2.d, respectively. Other minor items such as
dirt, dust, debris, loose parts, missing fasteners (nuts & bolts),
and missing relay covers were found in different panels. In Unit 1,
the team found that protective covers were removed and not rein-
stalled inside four class IE panels. The printed circuit board
protective enclosure, part number 200165-101, per Gamma Metrics
Drawing No. 200646, in the Excore Neutron Flux Panel RY2680B was
missing. The bottom cover for the power supply assembly, Part Number
C-10084 per EE Controls Drawing No. D-10089, was not installed in
Reactor Protection System (RPS) cabinet panels MB, MC, and MD. The
missing protective cover in the Excor e Neutron Flux panel and the
removed RPS panel covers does not meet drawing requirements and is in
violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, identified as
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Violation 50-335,389/89-24-01, Class IE Panel Components Not
Installed. See paragraph 2.d. for. another example of this violation.
The licensee took immediate corrective action by issuing PWOs
XA891017135424 arid XA891010160109 to replace the removed protective
covers in the four class IE panels. The licensee also initiated
immediate corrective action for the other minor items identified by
the team.

The team reviewed the I&C backlog to determine the number and type of
work items in the backlog. No scheduled PM items or calibrations
were found to be overdue. Excluding instruments in the control
rooms, the I&C safety-related backlog of corrective work was 57 'total
items for both units. Only 18 of these items were greater than 30
days old. The licensee had deficiency tags on 79 control room
instruments, 47 in Unit 1, and 32 in Unit 2. The team reviewed the
deficiency tag lists for both control rooms and did not identify any
safety concerns.

The team inspected the I&C calibration lab to determine if requi re-
ments of gI 12-PR/PSL-2, for calibration, storage, and control of
test equipment (M&TE) in the I&C group were being met. The METE is
used for the'alibration, testing, and maintenance of plant equipment
and systems. The M&TE equipment index, calibration schedule,
checkout 'log, and copies of calibration records were reviewed and
compared with selected M&TE in the lab to verify accuracy. The
calibration schedule, calibration data, and checkout log data were
not computerized. Licensee's personnel stated a computer system for
the calibration lab was in the budget and would be purchased.

The calibration lab was found to be neat and clean, although very
small. The M&TE was properly stored, but crowded. No filing
cabinets were used in the lab to store needed controlled copies of
calibration records since space is not available. "Information
only," copies of the calibrations records are stored out in the
"open" in the planning and scheduling area of I&C.

The I&C program was considered strong based on: low backlog; the
program is very well managed; the I&C supervisors and manager are
experienced, very knowledgeable, technically competent, and work well
to identify and solve problems; the I&C technicians and planners are
experienced and very knowledgeable; all I&C (plant) personnel had a
positive attitude.

The following weaknesses were identified: the calibration lab is
small, does not have filing cabinets to store calibration records,
and does not have a computer data tracking system; the computer
data base system for tracking scheduled PM calibration for plant
instruments has not been completed; the annunciators and other
nonsafety-related instruments are not scheduled in the PM program
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(calibration); the I&C group needs to be more sensitive to material
conditions inside panels. However, the team considered these weak-
nesses to be minor relative to the other strengths identified in
the'KC group.

Maintenance Personnel

Training and (}ualification of St. Lucie plant maintenance personnel
is accomplished through an Apprentice Training Program and a "Nuclear
Maintenance Journeymen/Specialist Training Program" (A/P 0005748).

J

The Apprentice Training Program (administered by Florida Power and
Light Company) involves an on-the-job training and formal classroom
study program. The apprentice must complete four years of on-the-job
training and complete a series of formal study programs in order to
qualify for promotion to journeyman.

The Nuclear Maintenance Journeymen/Specialist Training Program was
initiated in about 1986 with the completion of a Technical Training
Facility located adjacent to the St. Lucie plant. The team visited
the traini ng facility and observed that it is an excellent facility,
containing classrooms, work shops, laboratories, and offices. The
facility demonstrates a commitment by management to provide quality
maintenance training. The training program is administered by the
St. Lucie plant training department, is INPO-accredited, and is
specifically designed to meet the continuing need for personnel with
the necessary knowledge, experience, and qualification to perform
specialized plant maintenance tasks.

The Nuclear Maintenance Journeymen/Specialist Training Program
involves an initial and specialized training curriculum. Initial
train'ing consists of orientation, fundamentals, and skill development
training. Specialized training consists of training on plant changes
or lessons learned, refresher training and advanced training. Both
initial and specialized training involves a series of formal study
objectives. Initial training objectives are mandatory for all
journeymen except those who were initially grandfathered into the
program. The journeymen must satisfactorily demonstrate through
performance testing his mastery of the initial study objectives
before specialized training can be started. The study objectives
are based on work order procedures that must be performed by the
journeymen during actual performance of plant maintenance. In order
for a journeymen to be considered qualified to perform a specialized
work order procedure, the study objective relating to that procedure
must be satisfactorily demonstrated through performance testing.
qualification training, however, is not a mandatory prerequisite to
performing the specialized maintenance procedures. If journeymen are
not assigned specialized work based on their qualification training
more detailed instructions or more supervision is required. The
team feels that more attention should be given the area of work
assignments based on qualification training.
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During inspection of the 480 Volt AC Distribution system, the team
noted that journeymen in the System Protection Group are not included
in the Nuclear Maintenance Journeymen/Specialist Training Program nor
are they included under the direct supervision or control of the
Electrical Maintenance department. Protective systems (for which the
system protection group journeymen have maintenance responsibility)
is a significant portion of the onsite electrical systems. The team
feels that an appropriate level of attention by St. Lucie plant staff
may not be afforded these protective systems and is concerned that
St. Lucie did not appear to know if training of protection group
journeymen is equivalent to that described herein for the Nuclear
Maintenance journeymen.

The team examined the training and experience record for three
individuals in the Maintenance Department and found their training
more than satisfactory.

Based on interviews, observations, and review, the team feels that
sufficien't personnel resources can be made available for accomplish-
ing all maintenance related activities without reliance on excessive
overtime. Craftpersons, engineers, technicians, and support personnel
appear to be organized in a logical manner. The system of permanent
day crews with special crews for back shifts was observed to work
well. The worker/supervisor ratio appeared appropriate. The
experience level of the majority of personnel was found to be high.

The policy on disciplinary actions and drug related problems was
discussed with managers in the Maintenance Department. There
appear ed to be few disciplinary actions or drug related problems.
A training program is currently being developed to explain drug
testing procedures that wi 1 1 be implemented to meet new NRC requi re-
ments".

Detailed wri tten job descriptions and accountabi lities are in the
possession of managers for their positions. Accountabi lities
accurately reflected maintenance department policy objectives and
goals.

In summary, the team performed a critical evaluation of the
licensee's program for staffing control, personnel training and the
qualification process, and the day-to-day implementation of that
program. The team concluded that a comprehensive program is in place
and effectively implemented. Management's emphasis on following
procedures without taking shor tcuts is a strength in the .maintenance
program.
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Predictive Maintenance

The licensee's predictive mai'ntenance program is implemented by FP&L

procedure Nos. MP-0930061 (vibration) and MP-0930067 (thermography).
The program includes oil analysis, however, it is controlled by an

informal undocumented program. The licensee indicated that a formal
oil analysis program is in the developmental stage.

The team observed a portion of the diagnostic testing of the lA ICW

pump. This testing was being performed to evaluate pump vibration
,spectrum and determine the cause of an increasing vibration trend
identified by the vibration program.

The licensee has had several successes in both the vibration and

thermography areas. The 28 Main Feed Pump was identified, as part of
the licensee's routine rotating machinery vibration data trending
analysis program, to be degraded. Through the licensee's program
repairs were accomplished at .power, thus the failure of a major piece
of plant equipment and a subsequent plant trip and challenge to
the plant safety systems was prevented. The thermography program
identified a positive output connection on a safety-related battery
charger. The battery charger was taken out of service before failure
and repaired, thus preventing a challenge to the plants safety
systems. The thermography program also helped to identify isophase
jumpers that were not carrying their share of electrical current due
to a high resi stance electrical connection. Corrective actions were
taken which prevented permanent damage to plant equipment.

The team identified, in addition to the informal oil analysis
program, the following weakness in the predictive maintenance
program:

Vibration analysis — For safety-related equipment, only continuously
operated equipment, i.e., component cooling water and charging pumps
and motors are being analyzed. Other safety-related pumps and motors
that operate only during survei llances, normally performed on back
shifts, are not being analyzed. The Licensee stated that intermit-
tently operated safety-related pumps are monitored and trended for
vibration through the ASME Section XI program. If problems are
identified by ISI, a work request is initiated and maintenance staff
engineers obtain more detailed vibration analysis. The team does not
consider the ASME Section XI vibrational surveillance a substitute
for vibrational analysis performed as part of a good predictive
maintenance program.

Industrial Safety

Safety Organization

The licensee's safety program places most of the responsibility for
safety on the individual worker with guidance provided by super-
visors, standards and procedures issued by the Joint Safety Committee

(JSC), and the Plant Safety Supervisor. The JSC is responsible for
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devel oping and admi ni stering the 1 i censee'.s safety program. The
committee includes members of licensee management and the employee's
union. The Local Safety Advisor or Safety Supervisor is responsible
for planning and conducting safety meetings, promotion of local
safety programs, performing site safety inspections and other safety
duties assigned by the LJASC.

Safety Policies and Procedures

The inspectors reviewed licensee administrative procedures addressing
specific safety subjects and Safety Manual procedures. The Safety
Manual procedures document utility safety policies for safety equip-
ment utilization and describe accident investigation requirements.
The team found that the industrial safety program responsibilities
were scattered throughout numerous plant and corporate procedures
that were not administratively linked. Licensee management agreed
that the program was not as clearly defined as other required
programs, but did not commit to any program changes. The inspectors
noted that many of the licensee's safety policies had been issued
within the last. three years and that the safety manual was continu-
ally updated to reflect policy changes.

Safety Activities

The inspectors noted the following safety initiatives during 1988 and
1989: the licensee had formed a guality Improvement Team for Accident
Reduction, conducted a corporate safety audit, hired First Aid
Attendants for 24 hour coverage during outage periods, began tracking
industrial .safety performance for contractors, developed a safety
orientation program, issued annual safety reports,, and conducted
audiometric examinations for 97 percent of .staff.

The inspection team attended one of the licensee's monthly safety
meetings. The monthly safety meetings are repeated several times to
enable shift personnel the opportunity to attend. In addition to
showing a home fire safety film, the following items were discussed
in the meeting: status of previously identified safety items; the
number and type of injuries experienced since the previous safety
meeting; the use of specific safety equipment; safety emphasis
stressed on observation of safety boundaries; use of proper tools;
and status of proposed safety procedures.

Employee Interviews

To determine the workers'mpression of the licensee's safety program
as it related to their job, the team selected maintenance workers
from mechanical, electrical, and instrumentation work crews and asked
each a series of questions concerning the safety program. The
majority of the workers interviewed believed management was strongly
committed to industr'ial safety and was responsive to worker safety
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concerns. Most of the workers interviewed believed that the licensee
was doing a good job of identifying root causes of plan: accidents.
However, several employees believed that management needed to place
additional emphasis on the importance of safety in maintenance
activities. The workers also reported tha some of the supervisors
did not always appear knowledgeable aboui details of the safety
program. The inspector determined that the licensee had provided
Inaus-.rial Safety Training for Supervisors ir the first calendar
quarter in 1989 and Accident Investiaation/Safety training for
foremer. and supervisors 'n he second carendar of 1989.

Site Safety Performance History

Tne licensee had es~ablisned annual safety objeciives, which
identified areas needing safety focus during the last five years, for
reducing lost time injuries. During that time period the licensee
has seen i s lost time injury rate steadily drop from 1.65 to 0.28
injuries per 100 workers. In 1988. tne licensee had tnree rost :ime
acciden.s. As of October 19, 1989, the licensee had 1 for ihe year and
had gone 243 days wi thou: a los'ime accident. The mechanical
mainte..ance department had received the highesi number of injuries
wi h mine, >t iu> ies and 10 in iu„jes reaujrine at ten ion o

4

docto,. The electrical main:enance departmen. had no mino. injuries
and tnree cases where a doctor's attention was required. Tne inst,ru-
mentation department had three minor -injuries and two injuries
requi rino the a-.tension of a doctor. These numbers compare with a

total of 40 minor iniur'.es and 33 injur'es reouirine at-.er .ion of a

decolor for the site through September 1989.

2. Issues Identified

Material Condition/Housekeeping

The team noted the following discrepant conditions during general
plant tours and specific system walkdowns:

Some installed instrumentation is not included in the licensee's
calibration program. The licensee indicated that all safety-
related, Technicial Specification (TS), ASME Section XI,
and some insurance mandated instruments are included in the
calibration program. Years ago the licensee reviewed the
operators logs to ensure that all instruments used to obtain
data were included in the calibration program. Based on

questions by the team, the licensee committed to perform a

review by the end of the 1990 Unit 2 refueling outage to ensure
'there have been no changes that would require additional
instruments be added to the calibration program. Instrument
calibration is discussed further in paragraphs 1.s and Z.g.



A number of burned out panel lights were found. Some examples
are: Strainer Control Panels 3A2 and 3B2. The licensee
corrected the specific examples.

A number of components did not have identification tags. Some
examples are: Strainer Control Panel 3A2; inlet isolation valve
for valve FCV 8801; LCV 124 bypass valve; strainer blowdown
valve associated with the Star tup Transformer Deluge. The
licensee is in the process of a comprehensive equipment tagging
program that should correct this discrepancy.

Thermometer opening (up facing) in the 1A Containment Spray Pump
suction line thermowell, was uncovered. This condition is an
invitation to'ollect debris which could preclude the installa-
tion of a thermometer. The licensee issued a PWO to correct
this specific example.

A number of components had unidentified oil leaks. Some
examples are: 1A, 18, 2A, and 2B Feedwater Pumps; Unit 2
Chemical Drain Pump; 2A Charging Pump; and 1A Service Air
Compressor. The licensee issued seven PWOs to correct these
specific examples.

The 2B Screen Wash Pump was erroneously identified on a PWO green
tag as the 2A Screen Wash Pump. The licensee determined that
only the tag was in error . The computer data base reflects the
correct pump identification.

Boric acid crystals indicative of unidentified leaks were noted
on several valves. Some examples are: V 2564; PCV 2201P and
PCV 2201Q. The licensee issued three PWOs to correct these
specific examples.

Contaminated trash including shoe covers and gloves was observed
in the Unit 2 Boric Acid Pump cubicle, and the 1B Shutdown Heat
exchanger room. The licensee corrected the specific examples.

Nuts with less than full thread engagement were noted on a
number of,.components. Some examples are: Circulating Water Pump
Nos. 1A2, 2A1, 2A2, and 2B2; 18 ICW Heat Exchanger and; 2A CCW

pump mounting. This condition is'contrary to General Mainte-
nance Procedure M-0039, Revision 10, "Threaded Fasteners On
Pressure Boundaries and Structural Steel," paragraph 9.2.8 which
requires that at least one thread extend above the nut for
assembly of pressure boundaries . The licensee was in the
process of evaluating these specific examples.

Numerous examples of missing fasteners were noted on equipment,
components and electrical/electronic panels. Some examples
noted were: ICW Pump motor air intake; electronic cover on 2A1
Traveling Screens; Unit 2 Turbine skirt; support for FT-2201Y;
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1A ard 1B Boric
U".'-. 1 Cnemi cal
Condensate pump
control panel.
l,icensee.

Acid Condensa-e pumps; 1B Holdup Drain pump;
Drain pump; =quipment Drain pump; 1B Waste
and; 1B D/G fan housing support and local
Corrective actions were initiated by the

Position indication labels (Open Close) on many butterfly valves
associated »ith the ICW sys:em were illegible (missing, painted
covered or corroded). The licensee indicated all the butterfly
valves associa.ed with the ICW svstem would be inspected and all
illegible position indicators would be corrected.

A number of electro chemica'nsulation washers associated with
the ICW system were craci ed. A PWO was issued to correct this

'pecific example.

Valve stem on valve SH-40164 was sheared off and leaking at
th- bonnet. The valve opera-'ing handles were missing from the
following valves SH-40163. SH40123, SH-40122, and 2SH-40105.
The licensee issued five PWOs to correct the specific examples.

ace (co'rosiorl was no ed on manv componen s and s . u tu. es
in ihe ICW intake siruc-.ures. Some examples noted were: Unit 1

Circulating Water Pump nuts; 3B2 Rum Strainer; socket adjacent
to valve SH 21210; support .to 1A3 480 v Motor Control Center;
panel B 1901; pneumati" tubing supports associated with the
Hypochlorite system; Unit 2 Traveling Sc.een covers and; Screen
Wasn Platform hand rail supports. The licensee evaluated the
entire area (including both intake structures and the hypo-
chlorite plant), and issued eleven PWOs to correct the
conditions found.

Ar 'nidentified instrumen on the .2D Main Steam Reheaier was
noted to be i'nstalled up'side-down. The licensee indicated that
a Unit 1 (mi rror image) instrument was provided as a Unit 2
replacement necessitating the inverted installation or reloca-
tion of the tubing serving the instrument. The licensee issued
a PWO to correct this condition.

Several disconnected ground cables were noted. The licensee
issued PWO-NA891005094714 to correct ground wire problems at or
near the area identified by the team.

The cover to the manual control lever on Main Transformer Deluge
was open because the retaining pin was missing. The licensee
issued a PWO to correct the specific example.

The flexible couplings on the 2A and 2B Primary Water Pumps were
cracked. The licensee issued a PWO to correct these specific
examples. The licensee stated that they would replace any otner
flexible expansion joints when leakage is noted. The team
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inferred from this response that the licensee did not intend to
inspect other flexible expansion joints for deterioration, just
standby for reports of leakage.

A large number of electrical cabinets fitted with spring snap
closure devices were found open or secured with only one (of
three or more) closure devices. Some examples are: LP-111;
MV-21-2; B-1948; B-220; B-135D; MV-21-3; B-134D and; B-2049.
The licensee indicated that the specific examples were
corrected.

Broken handle on CEA MG Control -lA cabinet, and broken latch
B-12345 were noted. The licensee indicated that the broken
handle had been previously identified, however there was no
green deficiency tag in evidence. The licensee issued a PWO to
correct the broken latch.

Many public address system hand set enclosures (Gaitronic boxes)
located outside were found open," exposing the hand set to the
environment. Of the over 30 enclosures examined both indoors
and outdoors only one was closed and latched. The licensee
stated: "It is not the site policy to require Gaitronic boxes
to be closed after each use."

A number of leak-off funnels and drip pockets were noted without
an associated PWO green tag. This indicates that the leaks were
not included in the maintenance program and, therefore, will not
be corrected. The licensee determined that some of the leaks
had been corrected and the PWO tag removed leaving the drip
collection system in place (indicating that only the removal of
the leak collection system was not timely). In addition the
licensee determined that some of the leaks, although contained,
were not entered into the maintenance program for correction
(indicating a disconnect in the system for identification of
deficiencies). The licensee, during this inspection, issued
"Primary Helper Hand Book" which requires primary helpers to
assure that all'eaks encountered by the helper be identified
with PWO tags which should ease this disconnect.

The use of Teflon tape on threaded connections down stream of
filters on air system components is considered a poor practice,
in that small pieces of Teflon could become dislodged from the
connection and become lodged in the delicate internals of air
operated components. A number of examples were noted where
Teflon tape was used down stream of filters and up stream of air
operated components. Some examples were: FCV-213A; AOV-2510;
FCV-2210Y; HCV-25-6; HCV-25-6A; HCV-25-4A and; P/E21-15B. The
licensee indicated that although not procedurally controlled and
not documented in the plant's training program, the mechanics
have been trained in the proper use of pipe sealants including



Teflon tape to prevent improper application and subsequent
contamination of the unprotected portion of the air systems.
The licensee committed to amend the plant cleanliness control
procedures by January 31, 1990, to include controls of pipe
thread sealants and to train personnel on the procedure revision
by March 31, 1990.

Stem protectors were noted missing from the following valves:
V-12488; V-12555 and; V-12556. The licensee indicated that the
specific examples were corrected.

Coating deficiencies were noted. Many safety chain snap hooks
were painted rendering them inoperable. Indicating panel light
lens associated with the 1B CCM Pump were painted. Two pipe
support spring can indicating scales were obliterated by paint.
The licensee indicated that they had corrected the specific
examples. In addition, the licensee provided for team review a
draft document titled "Protective Coating Exclusion/Protection
Guidelines" which should better control the coating program.

The team noted the following discrepant conditions during
general plant, tours and walkdowns of the Electrical Distribution
Systems:

A number of cable bundles were found routed on top and in
contact with heaters inside relay cabinets in the Diesel
Generator rooms. The licensee indicated that some wiring is in
contact with protective cages installed to keep cables from
coming in contact with heater elements. These cables will be
listed and tied off during the next refueling outage.

'In a diesel generator room cabinet, cables installed for a
recent modification wer e not tie wrapped wi th exi sting wires.
Cables are routed randomly in cabinet between and around relays.
The licensee indicated that this condition would be corrected
during the next refueling outage.

A number of cable tray covers were found missing inside diesel
generator cabinets. The licensee indicated that the covers
would be replaced during the next refueling outage.

A broken reset switch was found on one diesel generator motor
control center breaker cabinet. The licensee repaired the
switch during the walkdown inspection.

Supports for a number of wire bundles in diesel generator panels
were found broken. The licensee indicated that these supports
are routinely replaced on an as-needed basis and that they are
used for "dressing" purposes.



Peeling insulation wrap was observed on a number of 4160 volt
diesel generator bus connections in Unit 2. This condition is
further discussed in section 1C of this report.

Components in spare motor controllers were found missing with no
tag for reinstallation of components. The licensee indicated
that it is not their policy to tag spare motor controllers when
spare parts are taken from it since it is not a functioning
piece of plant equipment.

A number of cabinet hold down bolts on Unit 1 were observed to
be missing or not fastened down. The licensee indicated that
these bolts were used for shipping purposes and that credit for
the bolts has not been taken for seismic integrity of the
cabinets.

The following material conditions were identified during walk-
down of the Auxiliary Feedwater System:

The team found a large number of electrical panels with covers
not tightly secured (screws loose/missing or latches not
engaged). Among- the panels found in this condition were the
local control panel for the Unit 1 auxiliary feedwater turbine,
on which all seven holddown clips were not tightly engaged, and
a panel associated with a Unit 2 main feedwater isolation valve,
HCV-09-1B on which five of six latches were not engaged. In
addition, examples of loose conduit connections include those on
Limitorque actuators for Unit 2 valves MV-09-10, MV-09-11, and
MV-09-12, and a conduit connection on the Woodward governor of
the Unit 1 AFW turbine. Also the team found the conduit to a
main steam header pressure transmitter, PT-08-1A1, broken, and
broken conduit to a pressure switch for an instrument air
accumulator associated with main feedwater isolation valve
HCV-09-2B. All of the above items are safety related. The team
also found that a length of small diameter tubing, running the
topside length of the Unit 1 turbine driven AFW pump ( 1C), and
the 1A motor driven AFW pump were bent.

The team noted numerous water leaks, and more than what could be
'onsiderednominal amounts of corrosion on -the lowest elevation

of both the Units 1 and 2 steam trestles. An example is the
support upstream of V09107 check valve was corroded so badly
that the,ears of pantleg lock washers had corroded off, and it
is doubtful if the nuts can be removed short of splitting or
cutting. In addit,ion, water was pouring out of the overhead,
directly onto the 1B AFW pump, and has been since approximately
July, 1989, per the resident inspectors.
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Du. ing ine team 4 wal kdown of the HPSI/LPSI svstems,
-:": ilowing conditions were noted:

the

The stem of valve V7130 in Unit 1 had numerous small dents
indicative of m'.shandling. The licensee suggested that these
denis were most likely caused when a pipe wrench was used on the
stem. A PWO was writien to correct tnis problem.

Ninor corrosion and rust was found on the grease fittings and
stem threads of RWT valves, V7101 and V7159, outside of the
Auxiliary Buildina.

The lockina techniaues for valves V3202 and HCV3S12 (required to
be locked) were found to be inadequaie. As correciive action,
the position of both 'valves was verified to be correct and the
valves locked.

in a number of e !ec:rica . ana IRC pane !s, wi rina was pulled from
wire ways and wire wav covers were missing. Nany spare wires,
were no identified and improperly taped (paragraph 2.e). The
licensee ini:iaied corrective actions o correct wirina
deticiencies.

Loose miscellaneous items such as fuses, tape, lables, tie-
wraps, nuts, bol,ts, and spare parts were found in several ISC
and eieciricai panels. Several relay covers were missing in the
RTGB. Two fuses were mi ssing in 120 V, INST BUS 2 NC panel.
Proteciive covers were now installed. in 4 Class 1E panels and a
printed circuit board cover was missing in an Exc'ore Neutron
Flux panel (paragraphs 1.d, 1.s and 2.e). immediate corrective
action was initiated by the licensee.

Numerous fuses and fuse holder in elec-rical and I5C panels were
found tarnished -or corroded (paragraph 2.d). The licensee
agreed to investigate this condition and determine if a problem
exists.

Overall, it appears that the plant is being maintained and
housekeeping is generally good. However, it is clear from the
above that the licensee's sensitivity for the identification of
minor deficient material condi'tions, needs to be increased, as
evidenced by the large number of minor material condition
deficiencies identified by the team and the subsequent PWOs

issued by the licensee to correct those deficiencies. The
deficiency (PWO) tagging program as practiced appears cumbersome
and possibly discourages identification of minor material
condition deficiencies. The need for increased sensitivity for
minor material condition deficiencies is a weakness of the
licensee's maintenance program.



Tne licensee ini- ia ed corrective actions, a applicable, for all
she problems listed above. Further, the licensee has a number of
pr'ograms in place to identify equipment deficiencies and considers
these programs are improving equipment conditions. However, the
licensee acknowledged ha. improvemen s are needed and indicated
that increased emphasis wild be placed on identifying and correcting

'inoreauipment deficiencies.

Mechanical Measuring and Test Equipmen. (N&TE)

Per Procedure N-0042, mechainicai Yi&TE are stored and issued from the
cold and hot tool rooms, as well as the cold and hot machine shops.
Access :o mechanica! M&TE coverea'n Yi-00» is the responsibility of
tne mecnanical maintenance foreman. Prior to work on safety related
equipment requiring the use of mechanical N&TE, the tool room
attendant is responsible for performing a calibration verification
of tne M&TE required for the wo. k. li'hen the job is completed, the
tool ! oom attenaant then repea:s the calibration verificat'.on of the
METE, and re-.urns the tool to storage. i= the tool room atx,endant
is absent, or off-shift. -he ,iourneyman mecnanic mav per;orm ihe
required ca',ibration verifica'ions. without any supervision. if the
tool ic found to be ou-„<id~ ~, ~~c i'!~d Iimi-c Curine the poc~-wo, k

calibra-.ion verifica-'ion. a review mus-. be made to determine if plan.
equipment on which'discrepant. M&TE was used. is non-conforming, per
upper tier quality procedures (gI 12-PR/PSL-1). However, these
instructions are not repeated in the lower x.ier procedure N-0042,
referencec above. which governs use of mechanical M&TE. Further,
instructions on how xo actually calibrate outside micrometers are
listed in N-0042, even though craft personnel are prohibited from
doing this.

Under tne current mechanical M&TE checkou system, he team felt the
potential for loss of con-rol over proper calibra ion,- calibration
veri fication, and required surveillance of calibration reference
standards exists because toolroom personnel do'not have total control
of calibration, calibration verification, and the required
documentation associated with the mechanical M&TE. Further, the fact
that METE is not stored in a central location, makes the task of
controlling M&TE much more difficult. An example of lack of control
was found by the team in the cold machine shop: A set of gage blocks
(serial no. N-53) was found by the team to be beyond its calibration
due date of 9/89, on l0/20/89. PSL procedures=, however, indicate
that the gage blocks were within their allowed grace period of 25io of
the calibration time interval (one year). Even so, there is no
assurance that this error would have been detected. The team
considers central authority and control a major item of importance in
a mechanical N&TE program. Further, the team does not consider it
appropriate to hold craft personnel responsible for calibration
verifica.ion of METE. The lack of central control and supervised
access to mechanical tool METE .by craft personnel is a weakness in
the maintenance program.



The team witnessed several calibration verifications of torque
wrenches to procedure M-0004, and found that the procedure contained
a number of weaknesses, and inaccuracies. In addition, vendor
recommendations pertaining to the calibration verification of „torque
wrenches require, among other things, that click type torque wrenches
be preloaded at their maximum setting three to five times prior to
calibration verification, and dial torque wrenches be preloaded in
both directions prior to accuracy checks, and readings compared to
check for impending wear of internal components. Further, the vendor
procedure suggests that click type torque wrenches be stored with the
torque setting at its lowest setting, and when setting the click type
torque wrenches, the desired value should be approached from below
the setpoint. These vendor recommendations were not followed in
procedure M-0004, nor was-justification given'or not doing so. In
addition, the M-0004 procedure instructs users to "..'.zero the
wrench..." and in the following step, to "...preload the wrench ...
to the maximum capacity..." If an inexperienced user adhered to
these instructions verbatim, the wrench would be damaged. The
licensee indicated that this procedure is now being revised. The
team considers the lack of justification for adherence to vendor
recommendations in the area of torque wrench accuracy checks a
weakness in the maintenance program.

Molded Case Circuit Breaker Testing

Molded case circuit breakers (MCCBs) are used exclusively in the 120
VAC/125VDC power systems as circuit protective devices and discon-
nects in the main buses and feeder circuits. MCCBs are used in
most branch circuits except where fuses are used. In the 480 VAC

power systems, metal clad switchgear (circuit breakers) are used in
the feeders and main buses. MCCBs are used in the branch circuits.
The team learned the licensee has an effective PM program for the
metal clad circuit breakers. Maintenance Procedure 0940061 is used
for cleaning, lubrication, and testing of breakers in the 480 VAC

MCCs and load centers. This procedure includes the instantaneous
(magnetic) and long time (thermal) trip testing to verify the
breakers will perform their intended function. A section of this .

procedure is applicable to the MCCBs. However, the MCCBs are not in
the scheduled PM program.

The lice'nsee was requested to explain their present program and the
past preoperational testing program concerning maintenance activities
and testing of MCCBs in the safety-related 480 VAC and the 120
VAC/125 VDC power systems. Th'e team's concern was that the licensee
did not verify the operability of the magnetic and thermal trip
functions of the MCCBs. The licensee responded that MCCBs are not
tested in any system once they are installed, but all replacement
MCCBs are tested. The team verified, by reviewing past PWOs, the
licensee has tested the replacement MCCBs. The licensee also stated



that MCCBs in Unit 1 were not tested during the preoperational and
startup test period. For Unit 2, the licensee furnished data for
three MCCBs in the 125 VOC system that were tested.

The licensee has an excellent test procedure for MCCBs, Electrical
Maintenance Procedure No. 0940074, Molded Case Breaker Tests. This
procedure references NEMA standard AB2, "Procedures for Field
Inspection and Performance Verification of Molded-Case Circuit
Breakers Used in Commerical and Industrial Applications." AB2
specifically states that MCCBs have moving parts and devices with
moving parts require

maintenance'he

team reviewed LER 89-07 dated September 23, 1989, for Unit 2 and
discussed it with the I&C supervi sors as an example a MCCB failure
causing a plant trip. This LER details a required manual p'lant trip
resulting from multiple dropped rods... I&C informed the team that a
40 ampere subgroup (feeder) 240 VAC molded case circuit breaker
tripped early on 30 ampere resulting in the plant trip. Based on the
NRC concern, I&C stated all disconnect and subgroup molded case
circuit breakers in the rod drive power system will be 100% tested
during the next refueling outage for each unit. The testing will
include ho1ding current and at least one trip verification. In
addition, the rod drive MCCBs will, be placed in the PM program for
periodic testing. The team considered this action to be appropriate.

Lack of testing of MCCBs is considered a weakness. The team
recognizes that requi rements for testing electrical systems and
MCCBs may be considered arguable; however, the team considers that
MCCBs may not function reliably for the 40-year life of the plant
without testing to verify operability.

" Fuse 'Problems

During the walkdown inspections of the 120 VAC inverters, the 125 VDC
battery chargers, the 120 VAC vital instrumentation power panels, the
main control panel in the control rooms, and other =electrical and I&C
panels, the team observed that numerous fuses and fuse holders were
corroded (tarnished). Although the amount of corrosion was not
excessive, there was more than expected. Since the plants are
located in a salt air environment, the team was concerned that
corrosion in the electrical circuits could be a potential problem.

Licensee's personnel informed the team that corrosion did exist and
during a previous control room fuse verification inspection, several
fuses were tarnished to the extent that cleaning was necessary.
After questioning by the team, the I&C and electrical maintenance
departments reviewed their PM programs relative to inspection for
corrosion. Both departments determined that their PM programs needed
to be upgraded to consider potential fuse corrosion. Electrical
maintenance stated that Area (general) PMs wi 11 be revised to include
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ihe inspeciion of fuses for corrosion. IRC stated a PM wi l 1 be
implemented io inspect fuses for corrosion in the main control room
panels (RTGB). The team aareed that the planned fuse inspection
PMs should identify potential corrosion .,problems and initiate
correc ive actions.

During the inspection of the Unit 2 Class 1E 120 VAC Instrument Bus
2MC. D'.s ~ ibution Panel, he team found two fuses, in circuit FU-3,
missing from tnei r fuse holders. The licensee could not determine
why or when the fuses were removed. The licensee identified, and the
team verified that the missing fuses are in "2MC" power detection
circuit to energize relay 29-1. Relay 29-1 contacts M2,R2 are in
ser'.es wi ih 7MA relay contacts 3.7 which consti:utes an AND logic
circuit to signai Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation System (AFAS) Cabinet
"A" thai "A" battery bus has failed or both the 2MA and 2MC 120 VAC
inverters have failed. With the two fuses out of the 2MC circuits,
relay 29-1 has been de-energized leaving contacts MZ.R2 closed. Half
of the AND logic circui.. is complete with relay 29-1 contac s M2,R2
closed. I i ar ything happens to cause the loss of 2MA instrument bus
with the fuses removed from the 2MC circuit, AFAS cabinet A and
wou.d receive a failure sional puttino AFAS Channel A into bypass and
alarm. AFAS Channel A provioes one of the four input sianals to a
iwo ou our logic gate ac iva ing ihe ArRS. If one of these four-
input signals is placed in bypass, the plant is in a six-hour LCO.
With the two fuses missing in the MC bus, the licensee would need one
more failure in the 2MA bus circuii io be in a technical specification
limiiing condition for opera.ion (LCD). However. this did not occur.
The missing fuses in the Class IE 120 VAC Instrument Bus 2MC
Distribution Panel is another example of Violation 50-335,389/89-24-01,
Class 1E Panels Components Not Installed (see paragraph I.s).
Tne licensee immediaiely initiated correciive action by implemeniing
Work Order NA891019081801 to replace the iwo missing fuses. In
addition, revised Area PMs identified above will also identify
missing fuses.

Panel Wiring Problems

The team conducted walkdown inspections of electrical and IKC
panels to determine the material condition inside the panels. During
these inspections in Units 1 and 2, the team found several minor
items. Several panels contained debris and miscellaneous parts,
terminal block covers were not properly installed, wiring was pulled
from the wire"ways, and wire way covers were not installed. However,
the teams main concern was that the majority of spare wires were noi
identified as being "spare", spare wires were dangling, and the ends
of the spare wires were not adequately capped (taped).



Spate wiles, properly ioen ified and agged snale, were found ln
the same panels with dangling, spare wires not tagged as spares. When
a wire was .tagged "spare", the end was folded back and adequately
taped. In many cases, especially in Unit 2, the folded back taped"
end- was secured with a small .ie wrap ensuring the tape would last
for the life of the plant. However, tne maiority of spare wires not
tagged "spare" did not have the end folded back. The end only had a
sinole piece of tape. approxima:ely one inch, folded over,.once. In
many instances the bare copper conductor could be seen since the
single piece of tape was loose. In several panels, unterminated
sires with bare lugs or ends (not aDed) were found. The panels with
bare wires in Unit 1 were the Hydrogen Analyzer Cabinets 2A and 2B,
tne Auxiliary Relay Cabine .. tne Fire Protection Computer. the Remote
Shutdown Pane'i, the Radiation Monitoring Panels, and the Control
Auxiliary Panel. The panels with bare wi res in Unit 2 were the
Hydrogen Analyzer Cabinets 2A and 2B, and Isolator Cabinets SA and
MA.

The licensee investigated their cable -.ermination procedures and
providec the team a summa. v hi sto'ry of their cable termination
requirements. During construction of Unit 1, Construction Procedure
Cp-29 only'eouired the ends of spar'e wires be -aned. Procedures
have aradually been improved throuon tne yea. s. The present Plant
Construction Administrative Site Procedure CPL: ASP-23, states in
Section 7.2.2, Spares', "Fold b'ack the end of the spare on itself,
approxima ely 2" and taoe tne end ... "Spare conductors shall be
marked SPAR:-

Based on review of past history, the team recognizes the panel wiring
problems identified were performed either during plant construction
or plant modification by groups other than the IRC and electrical
maintenance aepartmen:s. However. tne I&C and electrical maintenance
departments are now responsible for tne material condition of the
panels. The team considers the condition of the wiring to be a
weakness in the maintenance program.

The licensee stated all spare wires will be identified as "SPARE" and
the ends will be properly taped as required in ASP-23. The work
will be completed by the end of the next refueling outage for each
unit, although the licensee initiated immediate corrective action by
issuing 8 WOs for Unit 1 and 11 WOs for Unit 2.

Procedure Problems

The team identified a number of procedure problems which are sum-
marized belo»'.

While performing the repacking of Charging Pump 1A (PWO 3024),
the team noted hat it was necessary for the craft to stop work
to obtain clarification of Procedure 1-M-0041 (Charging Pump
Maintenance) (see paragraph 1.g).
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A a re sul -'. of obse rv i no work and rev i ewi ng PWO ' 2944 and 3018,
-..

= following concerns were noted (see paragraph 1.f):

Admini str ati ve Procedure 0010432 (Nucl ear P 1 ant Work Orders)
does no adequately instruct the planner in the proper method
for handling removals and replacements.

Tne la:est revi sion of -.he PVO Form ( Form 174SN) is no't included
in Administrative Procedure 0010432 (Nuclear Plant Work Orders).

Admini stra ive Procedure 0010432 (Nuclear Plant Work Orders)
does not include the ISI Section XI traveler the planner should
use when Section X! comnonents are affected by mainterance work

Procedure I-ti-0041 (Charging Pump tiaintenance), as written, is
unclear as to whether all three plungers should be dismantled
separately, each time breaching the system, or all three
p lungers dismantled sequentially, breaching the sys:em once.

Configuration con+rol is a concern as evidenced by the note on
ne piping drawing indicating restrain:s were no-. required. The

drawings. Field Ske~cnes not referenced on the pioinc drawing.
for the two supports (whose removal was necessary, for worl to
progress) were not found until the next day when the Nuclear
Engineering Group was contacted for assistance.

The "Conduc'f maintenance" document which ties various aspects
of the maintenance program together has not been issued as an
official document. The document was in the review process
during the inspection (see paragraph 1.j).
Tnere were no mechanical maintenance repair procedures for a
numoer oi pieces of major equipment causing planners to research
vendor manuals for repair requirements each time repairs were
necessary (see paragraphs 1.b and 2.h).

A number of weaknesses and errors were identified in procedures
for calibration of torque wrenches (see paragraphs l.r. and
2.b).

PM procedures for the new instrument air compressors were
inadequate (see paragraph 1.b).

There was a need for procedures for evaluation of vendor PN
recommendations (see paragraphs 1.b and 2.b).

An administrative procedure to tie the root cause analysis
program together was needed (see paragraph 1.q).

There was need for a procedures to tie various aspects of the
PYiT program together ( see paragraph 1.p).
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There was no formal procedure relative to proper application of
Teflon tape (see paragraph l.e).

Some of these problems had been identified by the licensee and
procedure improvements were in process. As an indica ion of
licensee's procedure improvement efforts, in 1988, 1311 Procedure
Change Requests were ini .iated. 243 new procedures were issued, and
137 orocedures received a maior rewrite. d'or the problems identified
above, if 'procedure revisions were no. in process, the licensee
ini iated corrective actions as appropriate.

Annunciator Calibration

With assistance of an IRC 'planner, the team reviewed the Unit 2
Safety Injection System calibration data and compared it with the
instrument list. This was'equired since the computer data base
system could not provide a print out of this information. During
tnis review, the team unearned that nor, all the nonsafety classified
instruments providing signals to the control room annunciaiors are in
the PN calibration program. Examples of nonsafety pressure switches
(PS) monitoring the safety injection (S') tanks and providing signals
to con.rol room annuncia:ors alarms are lis:ed as follows:

Pressure Switch SI'ank Set oint PSIG /Alarm

PS-3312
PS-3313
PS-3322

.PS-3323
PS-3332
PS-3333
PS-3342
PS-3343

2A2
2A2
2A1
2Al
2Bl
281
2B2
2B2

570 LoLo
643 HIHi
570 LoLo
643 HiHi
570 LoLo

,

643 HiHi
570 LoLo
643 HiHi

Discussions with the Unit 2 reactor operators and their supervisor
indicated that all operations personnel believed that all plant
instrumentation and all annun'ciator instrument loops were being
calibrated. The team discussed the same issue with the
superintendent of operations. He also believed that all plant
instrumentation and all annunciator instrument loops were being
calibrated.

The team questioned the licensee relative to not having the nonsafety
annunciator instrument loops in the PN calibration program and
not informing the reactor operators that the loops were not being
periodically calibrated. A similar situation was identified in NRC

Report Nos. 50-335,389/89-02 concerning RG 1.97 instrumentation.
Operations personnel did not fully understand the significance of
RG 1.97 instrumentation for post-accident monitoring since they had
not been adequately informed.
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The licensee e>'plained .heir prog, am and responded to the :earns
concern as follows:

All instruments that are used to monitor compliance to
regulatory requirements were placed in a periodic calibration
program.

All instruments referenced in the EOP's are in a calibration
program.

The instrument lists for both units will be re-reviewed using
criteria agreed to, by the Operation Department. and the appro-
priate changes to the calibra .ion program will be implemented
by the end of December 199G. in addition, IEC will identify

'hose instruments not in a periodic calibration program to the
Operations Department.

The team considered tne licensee's explanation to be acceptable.
However, tne failure of IRC to inform the Operations Department
about the calibration status of nonsafety annunciator instrument
loops is considered a weakness.

h. Planning lfeakne s se s

The mechanical maintenance planning function is pivotal 'in the
conduct of effective mechanical maintenance at PSL. Mechanical
maintenance planners are responsible for, among other things, writing
PM procedures, sending gage blocks out for annual calibration checks,
scheduling/coordination with other departments for the conduct of
maintenance where other maintenance disciplines are involved (E/M,
IfC, etc.), planners must walkdown maintenance jobs before, during,
and after maintenance worl;, updating vendor manuals, interpreting
vendor manuals and planning work by incorporation of vendor manual
data into the PNO package'here procedure coverage is lacking,
con'tacting vendors when vendor information is lacking, planning/
assignment of PMT, and setting up spare parts inventories in the
warehouse for plant equipment. From the above, it is evident that
the planner's work is very. all-inclusive, as well as challenging".
At the time of the inspection, it was evident that the planners
were a very capable group of individuals, lead by equally effective
managers, however, the team noted a number of programatic problems
which make mechanical maintenance planning more difficult.

Mechanical maintenance planners write Pcs directly from vendor
technical manuals, which at times, is a very tedious job.
Vendor manuals may not be all-inclusive, outdated, poorly
written, generic in nature, or incorrect. This takes up a great
deal of a planner's time, especially when vendors must be
contacted for additional assistance.
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The amoun: of overtime worked by mecnanical maintenance planners
~."'icates he need to streamline the pl,arming function or
increase staff levels.

PM procedures are written by planners. The PM procedures are
based on vendor manuals. The planning supervisor approves
the PH procedure; there is no formal engineering review. As
discussed in paragraph l.b, a vendor manual recommendation
was not incorpora ed in tne PH procedure for the new IA air
compressors.

There is no formal training program for mechanical maintenance
planners. The licensee had recognized the need fo. formal
training and had initiated plans for such.

As indicated in -the report, a number of problem areas identified
bv the licensee and the team can be attributed to weaknesses in
planning tne lack of PMT for the CCW to HPSi pump flow device
discussed in paragraph l.a and containmen. isolation valve as
discussed in paragraph l.p; the lack of an 'inclusive PH procedure for
the new IA compressors as discussed in paragraph l.b; the missed
calibration date for the gaoe blocks as discussed in paragraph 2.b,

. the adequacy of the PWO package for the HPSi System flange repair
discussed in paragraph l.f; sketchy work instructions on PWOs,
failure to fill in ASNE Section XI block on PWOs, and non-supervisory
approval of PWO 3018.

in addition, many safety-related, and nonsafety-related pieces of
equipment do not have maintenance procedures. These include the
auxiliary feedwater pumps, containment spray pumps, turbine cooling
water pumps; and Limitorque valve actuators, among others. At the

ime of the inspecton, many procedures were in the process of being
prepared, however, the licensee was no'ble to provide completion
dates.

Records Problems

The team examined the quality records for 18 PWO packages associated
with the ICW and CCW systems. Ten PWO packages were complete,
microfi lmed and vaulted. Seven of the ten completed PWO packages were
found discrepant. Similar discrepancies were identified in records
for other systems examined by the team. The findings for the ICW and
CCW systems records are tabulated below:

PWO No. Findin s

XA881118213245
XA890613164554

248 1389
265 2136

Illegible signature
Hissing verification

signature
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PWO No. ~id .Il . F Findin s

XA881211033524

XA880415071026
XA881215171128

XA890310131506

XA890306030306

3179
3011

252

3007

3069 1935

1941
1942
1943
446
1740

1741

1942

1943

706
716
717
720
722
2047
2057
2058
2078

Foreman entered four
mechanics names
in the "Journeyman

Signature" block
Missing signature
Missing signature
Missing signature
Missing QC signature
Missing verification

signature
Missing verification

signature
Missing verification

signature
Missing verification

signature
Illegible signature
Illegible data
Missing signature
Missing signatures
Illegible data
Illegible signature
Missing sign off date,
Missing sign off date
Negative comment not

indicated corrected in
the PWO package-
correction is
assumed by inference

only.

The team discussed the findings above with the vault personnel who
indicated that they get little cooperation from other plant organiza-
tions when they return records for better quality copies of documents
to be microfi lmed. They indicated that if documents are returned
without an improvement in quality the document is marked "BEST

QUALITY AVAILABLE", nothing more is done with the document, and
it is microfilmed as is and the hard copies are discarded. The
licensee indicated that the microfilm records of the "Nuclear Power
Plant Requisition on Plant Stores" are of poor quality because the
permanent micro film record is made from one of the middle copies
of a multi-copy form. The original (top) copy is discarded by stores
personnel after a holding period.

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) N45.2.9 - 1974, para-
graph 3.2. 1, specifies that Quality records are to be legible,
completely filled out and adequately'dentifiable..
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A variety of site procedures (examples AP 0010432 and GM M-0400)
require the originators, reviewers and approvers of records, to sign
or initial and date records in locations provided.

Procedure QI 17-PR/PSL-1, Revision 14,. "Quality Assurance Records,"
Paragraphs 5. 1 C, 5.2.2 and 5.2.7 requires that records, both hard
copies and microfilm , are reviewed for completeness, legibility, and
readability.

The above indicates that the licensee has a weakness related to
maintenance record quality.

Title Ten Code of Federal Regulation (10 CFR), Part 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V, requires activities affecting quality be accomplished in
accordance with procedures. Title 10 CFR, Part 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XVII, requires suffici'ent records be maintained to furnish
evidence of activities affecting quality.

It is clear that inattention to detai'1 and the failure to follow
procedures, in the completion, and review of quality records, have
resulted in discrepant quality records which is a violation o'

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, both Criterions V and XVII. This violation
will be identified as 50-35,389/89-24-02: "Discrepant Maintenance
Records."

3. , Evaluation of Plant Maintenance

Overall Plant Performance Related to Maintenance — Direct Measures

Rating: SATISFACTORY

Findings/Observations:

The rating of thi s section was based on the findings of the team in
the areas of historical data and walkdown inspections.

Historical data shows generally good performance with exception of
average performance in the areas of cumulative radiation exposure,
equipment forced outages (Unit 1), safety system actuations (Unit 1),
and automatic scrams while critical (Unit 1).

Plant walkdown inspections resulted in the following housekeeping and
equipment condition findings: (1) In general, housekeeping was good
with minor exceptions discussed in previous paragraphs and (2)
Equipment condition was considered average based on: Numerous
examples of minor equipment deficiencies such as leaks, rust or
wastage, burned out, panel lights, lack of equipment identification,
missing fasteners, disconnected ground cables, broken or loose flex
conduits and open or partially secured electrical cabinet closures;
paint on items that should not be painted such as valve parts and
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safety chain latches; leak off funnels in place that should have been
removed; many examples of, spare leads in control panels that had not
been properly identified and ends had not been properly taped;
miscellaneous problems in panels such as tape, tie wraps, nuts, spare
parts, etc. , and terminal block covers not properly installed;
tarnished fuses and fuse holders; and two missing fuses in "2MC"

Power Distribution Panel.

b. Management Support of Maintenance

Rating:

Program: GOOD

Implementation: GOOD

Management support of maintenance was examined by reviewing and
evaluating (I) management commitment to and involvement in

mainte-'ance;

(2) management organization and administration for both the
corporate and plant level; and (3) technical support provided to the
maintenance organization.

(I) Management Commitment and Involvement

Rating:

Program:, GOOD

Implementation: GOOD

Findings/Observations:

The rating of this section was based on application of industry
initiatives and management's commitment to improvement of maintenance
performance.

Evaluation of the licensee's application of industry initiatives
indicated the following: self assessment performed and being
used to improve'aintenance program; involvement with INPO
activities including having INPO accredited training program;
and input to and good use of NPRDS data.

In evaluating management vigor, and example, the team noted: a

self assessment had been performed; a good training program and
excellent training facilities had been provided; management was
'concerned and involved on a day to day basis in improving the
maintenance program; plans have been made and initial funds
allocated for a new maintenance facility; and improvements are
needed in the Equipment Data Base.
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Management Organization and Administration

Rating:

Program: GOOD

Implementation: GOOD

Findings/Observations:

Inspection in this area was accomplished by the review of
procedures included in Appendix 3 of this report; interviews
with all levels of management-; sampling of selected systems and
component PWOs and observation of maintenance meetings and
interface activities between Maintenance and Technical Support
groups. The sampled PWOs are listed in Appendix 4 of this.
report.

Relative to program coverage, the licensee has a 5 year plan for
overhaul of equipment that is a living document. Although a

good plan, admi ni strative controls for the plan are weak.

In general, adequate resources have been provided relative to
staffing, materials, technical support, etc. Exceptions are:
improvements are needed in mechanical planning; System
Engineering organization is small; and most maintenance
facilities are small and crowded and more space is needed.

Review of the licensee's specifications of maintenance require-
ments revealed: various types of maintenance (corrective,
preventive, and predictive), Eg requirements, ISI requirements,
and survei llances are defined; licensee document "Conduct of
Maintenance", which defines the program and ties various aspects
of the program together has not been issued; there is a lack of
mechanical maintenance procedures for repair of major pieces of
equipment; engineering needs to be more involved in specifying
PM requirements; and vendor recommendations for equipment PM are
not always implemented and procedures do not specifically
require evaluation of the recommendations.

Review of the licensee use of maintenance performance measure-
ment indicated the following: there is good use of performance
indicators, however, there is no formal procedure to define
program; a root cause analysis program is in place using inputs
from NPJS, NPRDS, Predictive Trending, and Important Plant
Events, however, administrative procedure tieing program
together has not been issued; weaknesses in root cause analysis
were indicated in (I) the recent problem with ICW pump failure
because of installation of strainers with incorrect mesh size
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and (2) recent problem with aux i 1 i ary feedwa ter valve failures;
and there is no procedure requiring management to sample craft'ork to measure performance.

(3)

The .licensee has established and implemented a document control
system for maintenance to insure documents are maintained,
retrievable, and traceable.

Technical Support

Rating:

Program: SATISFACTORY

Implem'entation: . GOOD

The purpose of this inspection was to evaluate the technical
support received by the Maintenance organization from other
plant organizations such as Engineering, Health Physics, Quality
control, Regulatory Compliance, and Onsite Nuclear Safety. Also
of interest in this area was the level of communications between
various organizations.

Findings/Observations:

In general, communications appeared goo'oor communications
were indicated between Mechanical Maintenance and Engineering
during recent problem with ICW pump failure relative to screen
mesh size.

Engineering support was considered good with exception of: more
involvement needed in specifying PM requirements for mechanical
equipment, lack of procedures for repair of major mechanical
equipment, small System Engineering organization, and failure to
adequately research ICW history prior to specifying strainer
replacement causing pump failure.

Although the method of prioritizing work necessarily makes some
use of risk considerations, common mode failure and single
failure criteria are not formally factored into the maintenance
process.

Examination of QA/QC revealed that: audits appeared to be good;
follow-up audits revealed a number of repeat findings indicating
inadequate corrective actions or inadequate implementation of QA
recommendations; and some indication of QC inattention to detail
in the survei llances and reviews based on large number of
omissions on completed PWOs, QA audit identifying similar
omissions, and failure to identify errors and omi ssions in PWOs

2944 and 3018.
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Radiological controls were considered adequate.

Indicators showed good safety records, specifically low Lost
Time Injury Rate. However, safety program responsibilities

are'catteredthroughout numerous plant and corporate procedures'hat are not administratively linked.

Yarious programs for integrating regulatory documents into the
maintenance process appeared to be effective.

Maintenance Implementation

Rating:

Program: GOOD

Implementation: GOOD

The purpose of this part of the inspection was to determine the
quality of the established controls- and, more importantly, the
implementation of these controls. The four areas evaluated are (1)
work control, (2) plant maintenance organization, (3) maintenance
facilities, equipment, and materials, and (4) personnel control.

(1) Work Control

Rating:

Program: GOOD

Implementation: SATISFACTORY

Findings/Observations:

Inspection in this area was accomplished by review of proce-
dures included in Appendix 3; observation of the maintenance
activities in progress and review of work order s included in
Appendix 4.

Observation of maintenance in progress revealed the following:
in general, quality of work performed was very good, craft
appeared to,to be well qualified, conscientious and followed
procedures, and work instructions; problems identified during
work observation. on PWOs 2944 and 3018 included failure of
planners to include instructions for removal and replacement of
supports or to change work scope to include instructions when
questioned by craft, piping drawing did not show supports or
reference Field Sketches that detailed supports, non-supervisory
planning personnel signed work package where supervisory
signature required,and the ASME Section XI block of the PWO was
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left blank resulting in a Section XI spring can support being
unloaded and reloaded without Section XI personnel review;
loose and missing parts and other equipment discrepancies
identified during walkdown inspections indicated some inatten-
tion to detail on the part of maintenance personnel; and a

craftsman was working outside the job scope by replacing a flow
indicator glass rather than cleaning and reinstalling the glass
as required by PWO.

Review of the licensee's work order control system indicated:
the system including NPJS and TEDB is generally good; TEDB has
some errors and is still being verified;'TEDB scheduler tracking
system for tracking IKC PMs is not fully operational; all
required blocks on PWO forms are not being filled in; work
description is sketchy on many PWOs; and work control procedure
needs revision to include correct PWO form and ASME Section XI
traveler.

Examination of equipment histories indicated the following:
history records are good with the exceptions noted above
relative to need to complete verification of TEDB and the PN

scheduler not,being complete; and the root cause analysis
program makes good use of the equipment records.

Review of the conduct of job planning revealed: problems with
mechanical maintenance planning including assignment of too many
tasks to do good planning, required to research vendor manuals
to find repair steps because of lack of repair procedures for
repair of major equipment, failure to incorporate into PN

procedures vendor recommendations for PM on Instrument Air
Compressors, failure to perform PMT on CCW/HPSI flow indicator
repair, failure to change work scope for removal and replacement
of pipe supports on PWOs 2944 and 3018, failure to fill in ASME

Section XI block on PWOs, lack of training for planners, sketchy
work instructions on PWOs, and non-supervisory approval of work
package for PWO 3018.

Work prioritization process appeared to work well.. Good use was
made of daily meetings and PWO system to prioritize work based
on safety.

Work is scheduled in a timely manner to effectively control
maintenance backlog. Corrective maintenance, preventive
maintenance, predictive maintenance, survei llances, ISI, and PMT

are scheduled.

Backlog is tracked using performance indicators showing
generally good performance. Although not proceduralized,
backlog appears to be effectively managed.
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An examina"ion o maintenance procedures revealed the following
weaknesses. AP 10432 does not adequately instruct planners in
the proper method for handling removal and replacemen't of pipe
supports, does not include latest PWO form, and does not
include ASME Section XI traveler; procedure 1-M-0041 (charging
pump repair) was not ciear whether all 3 plunge'rs should be
dismantled separately, each time breaching the system, or
sequent',aily, breaching the system only once; "Conduct of
Maintenance" document had not been issued as an official
document; lack of mechanical maintenance repair procedures
for ma,ior pieces of equipment - partially resulted in recent
problems with auxiliary feedwater valves; weaknesses and errors
in procedure for calibration of torque wrenches; inadequate PM

procedure for new air compressors; lack of procedural require-
ment to evaluate vendor PM recommendations; need for procedure
to define root cause analysis program; and need to procedurally
"tie various aspects of the PMT program together.

An examination of post maintenance testing revealed that: only
limited testing is required for nonsafety-related equipment,
ASME Section XI traveler was not included in PWO procedure, ASME
Section XI block on PWO was nn'eing checked by planning. and
gA had previously identified similar concerns relative to PMT.

The team reviewed a sample of completed work control documenta-
tion as listed in Appendix 4. Missing signatures, missing
dates, and various blocks not being filled in on 7 out of 10
completed packages indicated inatxention to detail in completion
of work documents. A similar concern was identified in a gA
audit.

(2) Plan Main'tenance Organization

Rating:

Program: SATISFACTORY

Implementation: GOOD

Finding/Observations

Inspection in. this area was accomplished by observation of
licensee's plant maintenance organization and how it supports
maintenance activitjes, controls and implements maintenance
activities, controls personnel, establishes documentation, and
how it develops lines of communication between plant management
and craft personnel. Inspection in this area included review
of procedures included in Appendix 3 and rev'iew of PWOs included
in Appendix 4.
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Review of control of plant maintenance activities .indicated
that in general, all organizations (mechanical, electrical, and
I&C) were controlling maintenance activities and had positive
attitudes about the maintenance program. The electrical and I&C

groups were considered strengths (see paragraph 1.d and 1.s) in
the maintenance program. However, the following weaknesses were
identified:

Mechanical Maintenance: vendor recommendations not properly
incorporated into procedures (torque wrench calibration and
PM for air compressors), more engineering input needed for
PMs, lack of repai r procedures for major equipment, incor-
rectly filled out and 'incomplete PWOs, training needed
for planners, no scheduled PM changeout of filter-regulator
filter elements in IA, and lack of centralized control and
torque wrench calibration procedure weaknesses for M&TE.

Electrical and I&C Maintenance: lack of PMs for molded
case circuit breakers, I&C data base not fully operational,
lack of calibration of nonsafety-related instruments
providing signals to control room annunciators, panel
wiring problems, missing fuses, miscellaneous items in
panels, missing power supply covers, and missing circuit
board cover t

The licensee's deficiency identification and control system
appeared good procedurally. However, based on the number of
minor deficiencies identified by the team that had not been
identified by the licensee the sensitivity to minor 'deficiencies

'needed to be increased.

Review of the licensee's maintenance trending indicated: trend-
ing of equipment failures on the component level is being
accomplished, the procedure was implemented in august of 1988
and is still being refined, administrative procedure is needed
to tie inputs (NJPS, NPRDS, predictive trending, and important
plant events) together, and trending of failures at the part
level is still developing.

I

Support interfaces appeared to work well using a variety of
tools such as daily meetings, Request for Engineering Action,
etc.

k

(3) Maintenance Facilities, Equipment and Materials Control

Rating:

Program: SATISFACTORY

Implementation: GOOD
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Findings/Observations:

The inspection in the area was accomplished by general inspections
within the maintenance shops, tool rooms, and training areas. A

general inspection was made of warehouse storage conditions and
specific details associated with procurement, shelf life and spare
parts.

Good use was made of facilities although most facilities were small
and crowded, especially calibration areas. However, a new mainte-
nance facility is planned. Shops appeared adequately equipped. The
hot shop had very limited space and housekeeping was poor.

Material control appeared to be good

Relative to tool and equipment control, lack of centralized control
of mechanical M&TE and problems with torque wrench calibration
procedures were considered weaknesses.

The IKC and Electrical calibration programs were considered good.

(4) Personnel Control

Rating:

Program: GOOD

Implementation: GOOD

Findings/Observations

The purpose of this inspection area was to evaluate staffing
controls, training, testing and qualification and to assess the
current status.

Review of the licensee's training and qualification program revealed:
good training facilities; INPO accredited training and qualification
program; journeymen can perform specific tasks without qualification
provided more detailed procedures or more supervision is used; need
for assurance that System Protection Group, who perform much of the
electrical work, training program is equivalent to that of nuclear
maintenance journeyman; and need for training of planners. Staffing
controls appeared to be good. Records revealed a low turnover rate
indicating a stable work force.
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4. Exi t- Interyi ew

The inspection scope and results were summarized on November 29, 1989,
with those persons indicated in Appendix 1. The team leader described the
areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection results listed
below. 'roprietary information is not contained in this report.- Dissent-
ing comments were not received from the licensee.

(Open) Violation 335,389/89-24-01, Class 1E Panel Components Missing,
paragraph 1.s

(Open) Violation 335,389/89-24-02, Discrepant Maintenance Records,
paragraph 2.i
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PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee Em lo ees

Alfera, Supervisor, Safety
Ball, Planning Supervisor
Barrow, Operations Superintendent
Black, HPJS Coordinator
Boissy, Plant Yianager

J. Bothwell. Electrical Maintenance
Engineer'.

Buchanan, Supervisor, Healt,h Physics Deparimen.
M. Bush, Electrical Maintenance Supervisor
C

P

R

B
C'

G

R

M

A
D

E

I

8
G

J
L
R

Y

D

L
J
F

S

C

N

Butler. I&C Lead Supervisor, Unit 1

Cassenwino, I&C Planner, Unit 2

Cline, Area Supervisor, Mechanical Maintenance
Colemen, I&C System Supervisor
Connell, I&C Svstem Supervisor
Connor. System Engineer
Cornman, Senior Engineer, Quality Assurance
Croteau, Maintenance/Specialty Trainino Program Supervisor
Culpepper, Site Engineerino Supervisor, Nuclear Engineering Group
Davis. hlPS Uni'ts 1 and „", Ooerations
Dawson, Maintenance Superintenden.
Dean, Technical Support Supervisor (Electrical)
Delgado, I&C System Supervi sor
English, Unit Planning Coordinator
Geising. S:ores Supervisor
Glenn, I&C Lead Supervisor, Unit 2
Green, System Engineer System Engineer Group
Hagstedt, Lead Electrical Instructor, Training Department
Harper, Superintendent, Quality Assurance
Hiegel, I&C System Supervisor
Hoskins, Elec-rical Maintenance Supervisor, Unit I
Houldsworth, Lead I&C Instructor, Training Department
Jackson, I&C Planner, Unit I
Jacobus, ALARA Coordinator
Kawa, I&C System Supervisor
Kenessey, I&C System Supervisor
Koleff, I&C System Supervisor
Ladd, ALPS Unit I, Operations
Law, I&C System Supervisor
Leon, Assistant Area Manager, Nuclear Quality Assurance

C. Leppla, I&C Supervisor (Manager)" bf. Narr, I&C Administrative Supervisor
Mayhew, Planning Supervisor (Electrical)
NcCullers, Supervisor, Health Physics Department
Mendoza, System Engineer
Mercer, Supervisor, Health Physics - Technical
Miller, Maintenance Coordinator, Quality Control
Mohn, IST Supervisor Plant Test and Codes Group
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D. Newberry, Mechanical Admi ni stra.ive Supervisor
S. Oehrle, Mechanical Instructor, Training Department
E. Ordway, ISC System Supervisor
R. Packwood, Electrical Maintenance Supervisor, Unit 2

* B. Pari s, QA Supervisor
R. Pennega, ANPS Unit 2, Operations
T. Qui lien, Quality Contro'1 Lead Instructor, Training Department

* R. Riha, Site Pro.iect Engineer, Nuclear Engineering Group
L. Rogers, Assistant Superintendent. Elec-.rical Maintenance Department

* N. Roos, Quality Control Supervisor
* D. Sager, St. Lucie Site Vice President

M. Sanders, Welding and Rigging Supervisor, Mechanical Maintenance
~ C. Scott, Operations Maintenance Coordinator

B. Sculthorpe, Predictive Maintenance Engineer
R. Sherman, IEC System. Supervisor
S. Sienkiewicz, ISI Supervisor Plant Test and Codes Group
M. Smi+h, Supervisor II, System Protec.ion Group
D. S~ewari Lead Engineer, Systems Enginee.ing
C. Swiatex, Technical Staff Engineer
J. Villar, Lead Mechanical Instructor, Training Department
D. Mes+, Technical Supervisor
C. Wilsnn. Assistant Supe.intenden . Yecnanical Maintenance
G. Mood, Reliability Supervisor

Other licensee employees contacted during this inspection included crafts-
men, planners, engineers, operators. mecnanics, security force members,
technicians. administrative personnel, and numerous maintenance pe. sonnel.

NRC Personnel

* J. J. Blake, Section Chief, DRS

R. Crlenjak, Section Chief, DRP
-S. Elrod, Senior Resident Ihspector

* M. Scott, Resident Inspector

" Attended Exit Interview on November 29, 1989
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APPENDIK 2

ACRONYMS AND INITIALISMS

AC
AEOD
AFAS
ALARA
ANPS
ANSi
AP
ASME
CAS
CCW

CFR
Class
DC

EMP

FI
FP8(L
GM

HP

HPSI
HX

IA
ihC
ICW
INPO
INs
IQT

IST
JSC
LCO
LER
LJASC
LOCA
LPSI
LR
MA
M5(TE

MCCB

MCC

MP

NEMA
NJPS
NOV
NPRDS
NPS
NPWO

OEFP

Alternating Curren.
Analysis and Evaluation of.Operating Data
Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation System
As Low As Reasonably Achievable
Assistan-'uclear Plant Suoervisor
American National Standards institute
Administrative Procedure
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Compressed Air System
Componen. Cooling Water
Code of Federal Regulations,
Safe.y-Related Elec'ric~l and IKC
Direct Current
Electrical Maintenance Procedure
Flow Indicator
Florida Pow r and Light
General Maintenance
Health Physics
Hi ah Pre s sure Safety injecti on
Heat "xchanaer
instrument Air
Instrumentation and Con- rol
Intake Cooling Water
Institute of Nuclear Power Operation
NRC information Notices
Inservice inspection
inservice Testing
Joint Safety Committee
Limiting Condition for Operation
Licensee Event Report
Local Joint Advisory Safety Commit-.ee
Loss of Coolant Acciden
Low Pressure. Safety Injection
Level Recorder
Mi 1 1 i amp s
Measuring and Test Equipment
Molded Case Circuit Breaker
Motor Control Center
Maintenance Procedure

-National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Nuclear Job Planning System
Notice of Violation
Nuclear Plant Reliability System
Nuclear Plant Supervisor
Nuclear Plant Work Order
Operating Experience Feedback Program
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Appendix 2

PC

PM

PMT

PS

PSL
PWO

QA
QC

QI
RG

RCL
RCS

RPS
RTGB
RWP

RWT

SA
SI
STA
TEDB
TS
URI
VAC

Personal Computer
Preventive Maintenance
Post-Maintenance Testing
Pressure Switch
Plant St. Lucie
Plant Work Order
Quality Assurance
Quality Control
Quality Instruction
Regulatory Guide
Current Limiting Resistor
Reactor Coolant System
Reactor Protection System
Reactor Turbine Generator Board
Radiation Work Permit
Refueling Water Tank
Station Air
Safety Injection
Shift Technical Advisor
Total Equipment Data Base
Technical Specification
Unresolved Item
Volts Alternating Current
Volts Direct Current



APPENDIX 3

LICENSEE PROCEDURES REFERENCED/REVIENED

Procedure Number Title

EMP-47.01, Rev.'

0940067, Rev. 4

QI 1-PR/PSL-3, Rev. 14

Draft

0010142, Rev. 2

0010532, Rev. 0

0005748, Rev. 4

Rev. 11/78

0010500, Rev. 0

0010434, Rev. 22

0010503, Rev. 4

3300120, Rev. 6

001072S, Rev. 1 .

0010727, Rev. 1

0010522, Rev. 1

010432, Rev. 8

005737, Rev. 7

G0-151, Rev. 3

0010505, Rev. 1

0010724,

0010504, Rev. 1

AP-1-0010125, Rev. 78

Periodic Maintenance of 480 Volt Load
Centers and Mo'tor Control Centers

MOVATS Testing of Motor Operated Valves

Main-enance Organization

Description of the Conduc. of Maintenance,
dated September 1989

Unit Reliability - Manipulation of
Sensitive Systems

Relay Work Orders

Nuclear Main:enance Journeymen/Supe. visor
Training Program

Aoprentice P'iar:; Eiectricai Training Program

Toxic Substance Program

Plant ,"'".e Protection Guidelines

Chemical Control Program

St. Lucie Plant ALARA Program

Post Outage Review

PNE Work Request Authorization and Control

Short Notice Outage Management

Nuclear Plant Work Orders

Radiation Protection Training Program

General Operation Procedure, On The Job
Injuries to FP&L Employees

Con fi ned 4forkspace En try
Use of Scaffolding and Ladders

Asbestos Handling and Disposal

Schedule of Periodic Tests and Calibrations
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Proceaure Number Title

Draft

MP-0930061, Rev. 2

MP-0930067, Rev. 0

AP-0010432,'Rev. 39

I&C No. 1-1400064F

MP Ho. 1-0960052

MP Ho. 0940061-

EMP No. 0940074

MP Ho. 2-0940073

MP No. 2-0960061

MP No. 2-0960062

Conduct of Maintenance

Predictive Maintenance - Vibration Data
Trending/Analy'sis Program for Rotating
Machinery

Predictive Maintenance — Thermography
Trending/Analysis Program

Nuclear Plant Work Orders

Instalied Plant Inst. Calibration -(Flow)

Replacement of 1A Battery Cells

Main-enance of Low Vol:age Breakers and
Overload Devices

Molded-Case Breaker Tests

Battery 2C Acceptance Tes.

BOP 125 .V DC System Periodic Test and
Maintenance

Safety Battery 2A Fmergency Load Profile
Test

MP No. 2-0960063

ILC No. 2-0700051

I&C Ho. 2-0700050

I&C No. 1400190

QI 3-PR/PSL-1

QI 1'2 PR/PSL-7

QI 12 PR/PSL-1

Safety Battery 2C Emergency Load Profile
Test

Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation System Monthly
Functional Test

Reactor Protection System-Monthly Functional
Test

Surveillance/Testing Schedule

Design Control (after fuel loading)

Calibration of Installed Plant
Instrumentation and Control Equipment

Calibration of Measuring and Test Equipment
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Procedure Number Ti tie

QI 12 PR/PSL-2

AP No. 0005730

QI 10-PR/PSL-8

QI 11-PR/PSL-1

QI 11-PR/PSL-2

QI 11-PR/PSL-4

QI 15-PR/PSL-1

QI 17-PR/PSL-1

QI 18-PR/PSL-2

X-IMP-99-01

X-18(2

AP No. 0010142

AP No. 0010431

AP No. 0005748

MP No. 1-0960153

Calibration of Instrumentation and Control
Department Measuring and Test Equipment

IKC Departmental Indoctrination Guidelines

Control of Repairs and Replacements

Test Control

Mechanical Test Control

Instrumentation and Control Test Control

Nonconforming Material, Parts, and
Component.-

QA Records

QC Survei1 lances

Instrumentation and Con.rol Department

EQ Maintenance Instructions

Uni . Reliability - Manipul'ation of Sensitive
Systems

Preventative Maintenance Program

Nuclear Maintenance Journeymen/Specialist
Training Program

125 VDC System Battery Charger 18 Month
Maintenance

AP No. 0010124

AP 0005750

AP 0005747

AP JPE-AP 1. 1

IKC No. 1-1400052

GM 1-M-0041

Control and Use of Jumpers and Disconnected
Leads

Duties and Responsibilities of the System
Engineer

Request for Engineering Assistance

Site Office - Juno Coordination

Engineered Safeguards Actuation System-
Channel Functional Test

Charging Pump Maintenance
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Procedure Number Ti tl e

OP 1"0410051

GAMP-47 01

HPSI/LPSI Periodic Test

Periodic Maintenance of 480 Volt Load
Centers and Motor Control Centers

QI 17-PR/PSL-1

QI 7-S1, Revision 16

Quality Assurance Record

Receipt Inspection of Materials, Parts, and
Comoonents at the Nuclear Plant Storeroom

QI S-S-1. Revision 4

QI 13-S-l, Revision 16

Qi 15-S-I, Revision 3

QI 2-S-10, Revision 2

iden'.ifica ion and Control of Purchased
Material

4

Handling, Storage, and Shipping

Control of Material. Par:s, and Components

Housekeeping Power Plan'. Stores

C-.12", Rev'i sion

M-0004, Revision 11

O~e. atior of the Shav, Automatic Dewpoint
Meter

Torque Wrench Tester Operation

M-0042. Revision 11 Use of M&TE on Nuclear Safety-Related
Equipment by Mechanical Maintenance

0940071, Revision 1

1-M-0018P, Revision 4

QI 12-PR/PSL-4, Revision 12

Motor Operated Valve Component Removal,
Installation and Adjustment for
Environmentally Qualified Valves

1A Auxiliary Feedwater Pump

Instructions for Mechanical Maintenance
Measuring and Test Equipment

QI 1-S-l, Revision 9 Operating and Backfit Stores Quality
Instruction Manual

QP 6-7, Revision 1 Control of Vendor Manuals and Vendor
Technical Information

QP 6.6 Drawing Control For Operating Nuclear Plants
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Procedure Number

QP 17.1

QI 6-PR/PSL-l, Revision 16

PWO/JO 0647/61

AP,0010432, Revision 39

Title

QA Records

Document Control

Meld New Nozzle on bottom of Air Dryer Tower
Unit 1 IA Dryer, 6 Feet Chamber Discharge
Nozzle Cross-Threaded

Nuclear Plant Work Orders
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APPENDIX 4

LIST OF WORK ORDERS REVIEWED

Work Order Number

XA890503011053
XA890215005122
XA890118035958
XA890119014652
XA880971238
XA890607015455
XA890911163214
XA890802210111
XA890926034457
XA880707042803
XA890725060346
XA89091909 4839
XA890920083759
XA890523130052
XA890731200343
XA880503141417
XA890217092910
XA890203223858
XA890607034048
XA880827065140
XA881220140311
XA890104031302
XA890207194812
XA890629102338
XA880719191621
XA881181332
XA890325182248
XA890203025459
XA890203025054
XA891009005045

RWO 89-0031

XA992100144
XA881215171128
XA890918023433
XA881211033524
XA890306030305
XA890811140400
XA891002112848
XA8906131645 54
XA880415071026
XA881026084132
XA890616200335
XA890715062925
XA890125170631
XA890301070555
XA881118213245
XA890310131506
XA890208113316

Descri tion

Circuit Breaker for 480V SWGR lA2-4C
II 1A2-5A
II II II II II

1 A2 5 D
II II II II,II 1B3
II 1A2-'4A
II 1B2-3A
II II II II II 1B3
II II II II II 2A3 4B

CEA Support Group Breaker s
480V Power Supply to 1B9 MCC

Circuit Breaker for 480V SWGR 1B2-3D
II II II II II 2B5 5B
II II . 2B2-2B
II II 2A3-5A
II ll 2B3-5A

MCC 2A5-GR1
MCC 1A4-A03

II II II — II II 2A5
1A5-01F4

II II I' " 2A6-JF1
II II 1A6-BF4
II II 1A2-H02
II II 2B1-AQ2
II II II II II

1 B5 Q 1 F4
II II 1B6-J Fl
II II 1B3-4B

2B5-BR2
II II 2B6-MF3
I I I I 2B6-LF3

R Trip SWGR PWO 5273/61 Unit 1
x

2A2-1 Auxiliary T 4.16Mv Bus
x

Weld Leak at Tee
Fabricate A Steel Storage Bracket
Valve Leaking Past Seat
Circulating Water Pump Vibration
Line Downstream of FIS-21-9A Sheared
Valve PX-21-88 Breaker Stem
Strainer Clogged Chronic Problem
Pin Hole in Socket Weld
CCW To ICW Leak 1000 Gal./day
Valve TCV-2223 Leaking
1B CCW Heat Exchanger Tube Leak
Repair Thermal Weld
Grease Change Out
Relief Valve Lifted
Open End Inspect Check Val've
Replace Flex Conduits
Valve Exceeds Alert Stroke Time
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Work Order Number

XA890916112958
XA882400254

XA8807052222006

XA880623030156

XA881006153950
XA882091353

XA881204121500

XA881012075730
XA880714105322

XA890228091518
XA890509150929

XA890509152901

XA890424165511

XA890429082447
XA890427104314
XA890315124436
XA89021302 4144
XA890213023742
XA890209113402
XA890226152929
XA891010083023

XA890819114120
XA880713192411

XA88072820 1137
XA891013203530
XA890210905734
XA890210100131
XA89021010 0246
XA890210100508
XA890210100603
XA890210101322
XA890210012757

XA890210103705

XA881209124217
XA881205095939

Oescri tion

Repair of FG-14-7B
B'attery Charger 1B Will Not Load on

Bus-Troubleshoot
Battery Charger 1B - Adjust 1B and 1BB to

Load Share
Battery Charger 1AB - Will Not

Load - Troubleshoot
125 VDC Battery 1A — Test Cell 16 Voltage
125 VDC Bus 1D-Replace Defective Circuit

Breaker
Battery Charger 1B - AC Power

Failure - Repair
Battery Charger 1A - Repair
Battery Charger lAA - Troubleshoot and

Repair
Perform OC, Motor Overload Study
125 VDC Battery 2C - Check Inter-cell

Resistance
125 VDC Battery 2D - Check Inter-cell

Resistance
125 VDC Bus 2A - Battery Charger Circuit

Breaker - Troubleshoot and Repair
125 VDC Bus 2A — Test Failed Circuit Breaker
125 VOC Bus 2A - Replace Circuit Breaker
LPSI Pump 2B
LPSI Pump 2B
LPSI PUAlp 2A
HPSI Pump 2B
Solenoid Valve for V3621
Isolation Valve for HPSI Pump 1C Strainer
Pressure Tap
Strainer for HPSI Pump 1C Suction
Relief Valve for Loop 1A SDC Return to LPSI
Pump 1A
Primary Control Valve for Loop 1A SDC Return
Charging Pump 1A
Flow Transmitter for AFW Pump 2A Discharge
Flow Transmitter for AFW Pump 2A Discharge
Flow Transmitter for AFW Pump 2B Discharge
Flow Transmitter for AFW Pump 2B Discharge
Flow Transmitter for AFW Pump 2C Discharge
Flow Transmitter for AFW Pump 2C Discharge
Pressure Transmitter for AFW Pump 2A
Discharge
Pressure Transmitter for AFW Pump 2B
Discharge
Backup Air Bottles Read Zero on AKB Headers
Backup Air Bottles are Bleeding Down
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Work Order Number

XA890922092157

XA0608112524
XA880819134628

XA880825163433

XA880920134439

XA880923105819

XA882291246

XA882291256

XA890922150944

XA890922165347

XA880505103327

XA890303114328

XA89092417 1313

XA881181456
XA881181501
XA890203150341

XA890203150834

XA890923113404
XA881208191332
XA881208192958
XA890414131803
XA890923154637

XA890201070248

XA890202110533

XA890924144759

XA881006075853

XA881006080048

Descri tion

MSIV Backup — Air Bottles, North and South
Header s - Replace Empty Bottles
Containment IA 1A Compressor - CCW Seal Leak
Containment IA 1B Compressor - Cannot Get
Seal Tank Level Indication
Containment, IA lA Compressor - Leaking
During Operation
Containment IA lA Compressor - Adjust
Packing
IA Compressor CKD - Inspect and Repair Air
Compressor s
V18283 — Check Valve for IA to Main Hatch
Door Seal B Leaks "a Lot"
Y18279 — Check Valve for IA, to Main Hatch
Door Seal A Leaks »a Lot
V09123 — AF Pump 1B Discharge Check Valve
Leaks. by
Tag V09135 AF Pump 1B Check Valve to S/G B

Leaks by
NV-09-11 - Disassemble MOV, Install Trim
Kit Reassemble
NV-09-13 - Suspect Damaged Threads on Valve
Stem or Operator
MY-09-10 — Check Hand Wheel Gasket for
Proper Thickness
MV-09-09 - PM on Limitorque Actuator
NV-09-10 - PM on Limitorque Actuator
MV-09-10 - Grease Change Out, Bad Grease
Failure- PWO 3575
NV;09-12 — Grease Changeout, Bad Grease
Failure PW03575
MV-09-09 - MOV is Bound
NV-09-09 and MV-09-10 — Inspect
NY-09-12 - Inspect
NV-09-10 - Disconnect/Reconnect Valve
NV-09-09 — Inspect Limit Switch for
Wear/Damage, Including Gear
NV-09-11 — Valve Will Not Stroke Open
Smoothly When Driven Electrically
MV-09-11 - Remove Actuator, Disassemble
Inspect, Clean, Reinstall
MV-09-10 - Valve Did Not Operate Fully
During Trip Shutdown
MV-09-09 - PN on Limitorque MOV Perform
MP00940072 Preventative Maintenance
Procedure
NV-09-09 - PM on Limitorque MOV Perform
MP00940072 Preventative Maintenance
Procedure
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Mork Order Number

XA890112084530

'XA890112084654

XA890120100735
XA890203132241

MV-09-09
Complete
MY"09-10
Complete
MV-09-09
MV-09-10

Descriotion

- Movats After Maintenance is
- Movats After Maintenance is

- Support NNI Disconnect/Reconnect
- Support NNI
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